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Thesis directed by Prof. Mark Rentschler, Ph.D.
In a continued effort to develop an active Robotic Capsule Endoscope (RCE), research is
being conducted on the motion of the RCE through the small and large bowel. One of the factors
influencing the motion of the RCE is the adhesion of the RCE’s micropatterned treated wheels to
the inner lumen of bowel tissue. While adhesion is needed to generate traction, too much adhesion
can also cause malfunctioning of the device, reduce autonomy and damage the tissue. This study
is focused on the characterization of adhesion as a function of three critical RCE design parameters
(Pre-load, Dwell Time and Separation Rate).
In this work, a method for adhesion characterization is detailed and a complete model for
the adhesion between a cylindrical probe with a smooth polydimethlysiloxane (PDMS) surface
and synthetic tissue is presented. An explicit nondimensional model for the adhesive response is
constructed with an R2 value of 0.9996 and a maximum relative error less than 5.6%. In addition,
physical meaning of the proposed mathematical model is experimentally verified. Accurate models
for the maximum stress supported by the tissue (R2 = 0.9895, maximum error = 2.04%), effective
adhesion energy consumed in the separation (R2 = 0.9936, maximum error = 3.23%) and the
total probe displacement from the beginning of the adhesion region to the point where complete
separation occurs (R2 = 0.9964, maximum error = 1.47%) as a function of critical design parameters
are obtained. Finally, a qualitative approach to the extrapolation of these models when varying
the substrate stiffness and probe area is presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Nowadays many gastrointestinal diseases need a esophagogastroduodenoscopy, also known
as EGD or upper endoscopy, or a colonoscopy for diagnosis. Examples of gastrointestinal diseases
needing this procedure are Irritable Bowel Syndrome, Celiac Disease, Crohn’s Disease, Diverticulitis
or Colorectal Cancer.
The traditional endoscope used for the procedure presents certain limitations. The first one
is the limited bowel length that the upper gastrointestinal endoscope or colonoscope devices can
inspect. Current upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopes can only reach about 30 cm past the
stomach. Colonoscopes can typically reach the entire large bowel, about 150 cm, but leaves the
majority of the small bowel inaccessible [4]. The complex shape and orientation of the small and
large bowel within the abdominal cavity make the endoscopic and colonoscopic procedures difficult
as well. The small bowel is not a linear tube connecting the stomach and the large bowel, but rather
is gathered into many folding layers in the abdominal cavity. The large bowel forms a “U” shape
starting with the ascending colon along the patient’s right side, the transverse colon extending
laterally across the abdominal cavity and the descending colon extending to the patient’s left
inferior region of the abdominal cavity. Finally, the sigmoid colon and rectum are the final sections
of the large bowel which lead to the patient’s anus. Moreover, while performing the endoscopy the
tissue is exposed to stress which can potentially cause damage and postoperative discomfort [5].
Figure 1.1 shows an image of the actual device used to perform upper GI endoscopic procedures.
2Figure 1.1: Upper Endoscopy
Alternatives to this procedure have been pursued targeting the traditional endoscope’s
limitations. One of the commercial alternatives is the PillCamr (Figure 1.2). There are different
PillCamr devices used depending on the area to be examined. Complete information on all the
devices can be found on [6]. Basically, the PillCamr is a capsule the size of a large vitamin (11
mm diameter) that passively moves through the gastrointestinal tract capturing images at rates
between 2 and 14 frames per second. This device addresses the limitations presented above but,
introduces a new limitation; the physician has no control over the device as it passively moves
through the GI tract. Therefore, by using this device, there is the possibility that the region of
interest will be missed or not captured at the right orientation.
Figure 1.2: PillCam ESO
Continuing with the capsule endoscope design, many researchers are working on the design of
3active Robotic Capsule Endoscopes ([7], [8], [9], [10]) that would introduce motion and orientation
control to the capsules.
1.2 Objectives
The final goal of the research is to design an active Robotic Capsule Endoscope (RCE) that
eliminates the limitations of traditional and passive capsule endoscopes. This RCE must be able
to explore the majority of the bowel while giving the physician control on the imaged regions.
1.2.1 Robotic Capsule Endoscope
At the University of Colorado Boulder in the Advanced Medical Technologies Laboratory
(AMTL), Dr. Mark Rentschler and his students are pursuing the development of an RCE with
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micro-patterned treads for mobility. Levin Sliker et al. designed the
RCE prototype shown in Figure 1.3. The main difference between the RCE designed at the AMTL
with respect to other active Robotic Capsule Endoscopes is the motion mechanism. The AMTL’s
RCE is designed to move through the bowel driven by eight PDMS micro-patterned wheels. This
wheels are driven by pulleys connected to a centrally located DC motor through a geared drive
train.
Quarter
Camera
LEDs
Robotic Capsule Endoscope
PDMS Treads
37.5 mm
3 mm
Figure 1.3: Tethered Robotic Capsule Endoscope, [1]
4Two main studies of the RCE motion are being conducted at the AMTL. The first one consists
of studying the effect the PDMS micro-pattern has on the translational traction force between the
wheels and the tissue [11], [1]. The second one is focused on the effect the PDMS micro-pattern has
on normal adhesion between the PDMS treads and the tissue. Both effects contribute to the motion
and overall performance of the RCE. The objective of those studies is to optimize the motion of
the device, making it as fast as possible to reduce the procedure time, but still safe for the patient.
The first study is focused on maximizing the speed at which the RCE will move through
the intestine while minimizing the amount of energy spent on the displacement. Optimizing the
design parameters to maximize the speed will allow the physicians to explore the bowel in less time.
Additionally, minimizing the energy consumed will give more autonomy to the device, giving more
time for the exploration of the important regions.
The second study is focused on minimizing the normal adhesion forces that appear when the
wheel contacts the tissue. Minimizing the adhesion will help decrease the energy losses, improve
the device performance and decrease the damaging effects on the bowel.
Madalyn Kern and myself, under the supervision of Dr. Rentschler, have been conducting
research on adhesive contact. The influence three design parameters have in adhesive contact has
been studied. The three studied parameters are the load applied when the contact is made, the
pre-load, the amount of time the contact is kept, the dwelling time and finally the speed at which
the two surfaces are separated, the separation rate. The relation between these variables and the
RCE design are summarized in Table 1.1, and can be schematically visualized in Figure 1.4. The
particular goal of the undertaken research is to provide a model of the adhesive behavior as a
function of the presented design parameters.
5Parameter Design relation
Pre-load Myenteric Contact Force applied to the RCE
Dwelling time Distance between pulleys divided by wheel speed
Separation rate Wheel speed
Table 1.1: Relation of the studied parameters with the RCE design
(a) Myenteric Contact of Solid Bolus [12], [13] (b) RCE Tread Schematic
Figure 1.4: In Figure (a) the myenteric contact force represented by the pre-load is schematized,
in Figure (b) an schematic of the RCE wheels is presented, dwell time corresponds to the time the
marked single point will be in contact with the tissue
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Contact Mechanics and Adhesion
As the bioengineering field continues to develop, a proper understanding of the mechanical
properties of biological tissues has become critical. During the past twenty years many studies have
been conducted in the area of adhesive contacts with soft solids [14]. Some have investigated test
procedures for adhesion characterization ([15], [16], [17]), while others have focused in quantifying
the adhesion effects such as the adhesion work [18] between elastic materials and viscoelastic
materials [19]. These contact characterization studies have been conducted either at the nano
or macroscopic length scales.
2.1.1 Nanoscale
At the nanoscale level, the contact is described by the attractive and repulsive forces between
molecules. The sum of these forces (other than those due to covalent bonds, electrostatic interaction
or hydrogen bonds) are known as the van der Waals’ forces. Van der Waals’ forces are considered
to be the main cause of the dry adhesion between objects at the nano-scale [20].
2.1.1.1 Van der Waals forces
Van der Waals’ forces are the result of the forces between two permanent dipoles, forces
between a permanent dipole and an induced dipole and the forces between two instantaneously
induced dipoles. One of the most common models used to approximate the total van der Waals’
7force is the Lennard-Jones potential [21]. The most common expression for the Lennard-Jones
potential is the following.
VLJ = 4
[(σ
r
)1
2−
(σ
r
)6]
= 
[(rm
r
)1
2− 2
(rm
r
)6]
Where  is the depth of the potential well, σ is the distance at which the inter-particle
potential is zero, r is the distance between particles and rm is the distance that minimizes the
potential. The theoretical curve of the Leonard-Jones potential is presented in Figure 2.1. This
graphic illustrates that when the distance between particles decreases below the distance at which
the inter-particle potential is zero, the potential grows fast due to the repulsive forces. On the other
hand, when the distance between particles is larger than σ, a decrease of the potential is observed
followed by an increase to the potential well value ().
Figure 2.1: Lennard-Jones potential
2.1.2 Macroscopic scale
Another perspective to approach the adhesion contact problem is found on the macroscopic
scale. At this scale, completely different effects are taken into account than at the nanoscale level.
At the macroscopic scale, gravity and macroscopic material properties, such as the elasticity, are
more important than the molecular interactions between surfaces. This perspective is more suitable
8to analyze the macroscopic effects, such as stresses or deformations, that a contact between two
surfaces can have.
2.1.2.1 Hertz model
Between 1881 and 1882, Heinrich Hertz published two papers, presented in the book
Miscellaneous Papers [22], where, for the first time, a macroscopic model for the contact between
elastic solids was discussed. The proposed model considered the elastic contact between two spheres.
In this model, no adhesive behavior was taken into account, that is to say, when the applied force
is zero, the contact area between the two spheres is also zero. In Figure 2.2 a schematic of the
sphere indentation characterized by Heirnrich Hertz is presented. The predicted Hertz force for a
certain indentation s0 − s is described by the following equation.
FHertz =
4
3
Esurface(
1− ν2surface
)√Rtip (s0 − s) 32
Figure 2.2: Sphere indentation schematic
Since Hertz’s contact model, more complex models have been developed which incorporate
an adhesion effect between two surfaces.
92.1.2.2 JKR model
The pioneers in the characterization of the adhesive contact were K.L. Johnson, K. Kendall
and A.D. Roberts. They developed the first adhesive contact model, the JKR model [23]. Johnson,
Kendall and Roberts discovered that in order to separate bodies in intimate contact, mechanical
work had to be expended to overcome the adhesive forces. This applied work goes to the creation
of new surface. Johnson et al. characterized the force needed to separate two surfaces using an
energy approach. This new energetic approach of the contact has been widely used in later studies
[2]. The JKR theory is considered to be the basis of modern contact mechanics [24].
From a complete theoretical analysis, an equation relating the JKR predicted force and the
force predicted by the Hertz model is obtained [23].
PJKR = PHertz + 3γpiR+
√
6γRPHertz + (3γpiR)
2
In this equation γ is defined to be the surface energy and R the radius of the two spheres
in contact. This model predicts that a force different than zero must be applied to separate the
two surfaces in contrast with Hertz’s model. In Figure 2.3, extracted from Johnson et al.’s paper,
the predictions of Hertz’s and JKR’s models are plotted together with the experimental results
obtained when a rubber sphere was indented in a flat rubber.
2.1.2.3 Super soft materials model
Recently, Robert W. Style et al. have developed a new model as a response of the noticeable
differences between the JKR predictions and experimental data when one of the substrates used
is a super soft material (i.e E ≈ 3 kPa) ([2], [25], [26], [27]). This model also uses an energetic
description of the contact and incorporates a new term to account for the surface tension of the
soft material that tries to maintain a flat surface. In Figure 2.4, from Robert W. Style et al.,
experimental data for different substrate materials indented by a sphere are plotted. A clear
discrepancy between the JKR predictions and the experimental results appears when the Young’s
10
Figure 2.3: Results for rubber sphere in contact with rubber flat. o, contact results; - -, Hertz
theory; —, JKR theory
Modulus of the substrate decreases to 3 kPa.
Figure 2.4: (a) Indentation depth vs particle radius and (b) contact radius vs particle radius for
silica micro-spheres on silicon substrates varying the stiffness [2]
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2.2 Tests for Adhesion Characterization
As detailed in the published article [3], there is no standard method for measuring the
adhesion of biological tissue to engineering materials. However, biological tissue has a mechanical
behavior similar to Pressure Sensitive Adhesives (PSA). For this reason, the ASTM test protocol
for PSA materials can be used to characterize the adhesion between biological tissue an engineering
material, such as PDMS. The adhesion of biological tissues to soft materials follows two modalities
that can be tested with two different procedures, the peel test and the tack test. These tests
are used to describe the adhesion between two objects when they are separated normally to their
contact plane or one of them is peeled from the other at a 90 degree angle [17]. Schematics of
both tests are presented in Figure 2.5. Both methods have been used to characterize the adhesion
between the bowel and engineering materials ([3], [28]).
Figure 2.5: Tack test apparatus (A); Peel test apparatus (B) [3]
After preliminary tack and peel tests were performed between PDMS and bowel tissue, the
following conclusions were made:
• The tack test produced more repeatable data than the peel test.
• A more complex testing apparatus and testing procedure was required for the peel test
which likely caused the highly variable results.
• The maximum adhesion force and adhesive work results from the tack test were larger in
magnitude than those for the peel test.
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The simplicity and reliability of the tack test set-up and the fact the test represents the worst
case scenario for estimating maximum adhesion force and adhesion energy led to the decision to
continue the normal adhesion analysis using the tack test protocol.
Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
In this chapter, the composition, fabrication methods and characterization of the materials
used for the adhesive contact research are described. Also, a detailed explanation of the testing
procedures used for the adhesive contact characterization is presented.
3.1 Biological Tissue Characterization
Biological tissue is typically highly variable between subjects. Therefore, it can be difficult
to obtain repeatable and reliable results without testing large sample sizes. In order to decrease
the time and cost of testing and to limit variability within the data, a synthetic biological tissue
was fabricated to characterize the adhesive contact behavior. As there is little data describing
the mechanical properties of bowel tissue in the literature, mechanical testing of bowel tissue was
performed. The results of these testing provided an estimate of some of the bowel’s mechanical
properties. The characterization was performed through an analysis of the compression data
obtained from bowel tissue samples. The complete procedure of the tack test is presented in
Section 3.4.
The biological tissue was characterized with an effective stiffness (Keff ) defined as the slope
of the graph representing the applied force with respect to the displacement when the bowel was
compressed with a 1.4 cm radius probe. The experimental results are plotted in Figure 3.1 and
a non-linear behavior of the tissue is observed. While it was not confirmed that the mucus layer
on the bowel tissue was the cause of the non-linearity, it was assumed that this was the case as it
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was visually clear that the mucus had large displacements as the probe came into contact with the
bowel tissue. As the current research objective is to characterize the adhesive contact of the tissue
without mucus, a linear model for the material was taken as a first approximation. Therefore,
linear fits for the curves in Figure 3.1 were obtained using Matlab and are presented in Table 3.1.
The non-linear effects will be taken into account in future research. The mean of the three values
was calculated and used as the estimated characteristic stiffness Keff for bowel tissue.
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Figure 3.1: Biological tissue characterization, compression test
Testing biological tissue has certain drawbacks, the most important ones are presented in the
following points.
(1) Difficult reproducibility due to the effect of the tack test on the bowel and the fast change
of its properties when tested in ambient conditions. During the test, bowel’s mucus is
irreversibly displaced making it impossible to obtain similar results testing the same region
more than once. Furthermore, the thickness of the mucus highly depends on the region of
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Trial Keff (N/mm)
1 1.3096
2 0.9832
3 1.3443
Table 3.1: Summarized results of the tissue characterization
the bowel, as described in [29].
(2) Complicated multi-physics contact takes place between the PDMS and the tissue. Many
effects are combined such as the capillarity, the dry adhesion and the cohesive behavior of
the mucus.
(3) Difficulties to have biological tissue available for testing. All testing with biological tissue
had to be completed within 48 hours of excising it from the subject.
Due to the presented limitations, a synthetic tissue, with similar biological tissue mechanical
properties, was fabricated with the objective of obtaining a clear and explicative model of the dry
adhesion. This model would be used as a first step to the final modeling of the complete contact.
3.2 Synthetic Tissue
The final goal of the research is to be able to characterize the adhesion contact between
the RCE treads and the bowel as a function of critical RCE design parameters. A first step in
the characterization of the adhesive contact is to understand the contact and adhesion response
without the mucus influence. With this objective, and due to the difficulties of having bowel to
test with, a synthetic tissue with similar bowel properties was fabricated.
3.2.1 Material production
For indentations depths less than a 10% of the biological tissue, a linear model of the material
can be assumed [30]. Researchers, such as Beccani et al. [31], have designed and characterized
synthetic biological tissues to model human organs. The synthetic material was fabricated by
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combining Super Soft Plastic (MF Manufacturing, Fort Worth TX) and Plastic Softener (MF
Manufacturing, Fort Worth TX) at a 4:1 volume ratio, respectively. In order to maintain all
chemical properties of the synthetic tissue, the effective stiffness of the material was tuned by
changing the thickness of the material rather than changing the mixing ratio of supper soft plastic
and plastic softener. A synthetic tissue substrate thickness of 21 mm was used as its effective
stiffness was close to the estimated bowel tissue stiffness ([32], [33], [34], [35]). The complete
procedure for the synthetic material fabrication is included in Appendix A.4.
3.2.2 Material characterization
A complete characterization of the synthetic tissue used to model the biological tissue was
essential for the formulation of an explicative contact model between the synthetic substrate and
the PDMS.
It was hypothesized that the synthetic tissue could be characterized as a viscoelastic material.
To characterize the synthetic substrate when compression was applied, an indentation relaxation
test was performed. In addition, a uniaxial test was performed to characterize the material behavior
under traction forces.
3.2.2.1 Indentation-Relaxation test
To characterize the viscoelastic behavior of the material an Indentation-Relaxation test was
conducted. The relaxation test consists of applying a fixed strain to the synthetic tissue and
measuring how the force changes over time using a load cell. Five indentation relaxation tests were
conducted applying a 10% strain on the synthetic tissue. The complete procedure can be consulted
in Appendix A.3.
In Figure 3.2 an image of the indentation relaxation test set-up is presented. Once the
experimental data was obtained, two and three Maxwell arms models were used to fit the data
using a computational method developed by Wang et al. [34]. In Figure 3.3 the experimental
data of the five trials is displayed. In Figure 3.4 the first trial experimental data is plotted with a
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Standard Linear Solid (SLS) Model, a Double Maxwell-arm Wiechert (DMW) model and a Triple
Maxwell-arm Wiechert (TMW) model. In Table 3.2 the R2 values for the modeling are displayed.
Figure 3.2: Indentation-Relaxation test set-up
If we model the experimental results with the three Maxwell arms model, which in all cases
had a R2 larger than 0.99, the following model for the Young’s Modulus is obtained.
E(t) =
8δ
3R
·
(
E0 + E1e
−E1t
τ1 + E2e
−E2t
τ2 + E3e
−E3t
τ3
)
The average model coefficients for the 5 trials are presented in Table 3.3.
From the obtained results one main conclusion can be deduced.
• Variations of less than a 5% of the maximum strength were observed. Consequently, at
moderate speeds as the ones used for the tack test, the material could be modeled as a
linear elastic material neglecting the viscous effect.
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Trial R2 1 Maxwell-arm R2 2 Maxwell-arms R2 3 Maxwell-arms
1 0.5827 0.9914 0.9975
2 0.5750 0.9846 0.9967
3 0.5892 0.9820 0.9957
4 0.6030 0.9825 0.9955
5 0.5994 0.9807 0.9951
Table 3.2: R2 values for each of the models and each trial
Coefficient E0 (kPa) E1 (kPa) E2 (kPa) E3 (kPa) τ1 (s) τ2 (s) τ3 (s)
Value 31.96 0.6915 0.2826 0.3038 1.122 13.00 139.29
Table 3.3: Average coefficients three Maxwell arms model
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Figure 3.3: Indentation-Relaxation experimental data from the 5 trials performed
3.2.2.2 Uniaxial test
The uniaxial test allowed us to characterize the behavior of the synthetic tissue when an
elongation is applied at a low rate. The complete procedure of the uniaxial test is explained in
Appendix A.2. Two blocks of three trials were tested with the same material. In Figure 3.5 the
uniaxial test apparatus is presented.
Three considerations were taken into account before doing the test. First, the separation
rate during the test should be low so that no viscous effects would influence the test. Second, as
no more than 30% strain was measured during the tack tests, only a complete characterization of
the material up to that strain was necessary. Finally, as same material was used for all the tests,
a waiting time of three times the test duration was waited from test to test so that the material
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Figure 3.5: Experimental device with synthetic tissue prepared for uniaxial test
could recover.
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Block Trial E (kPa) R2
1 1 11.57 0.9995
1 2 11.58 0.9995
1 3 11.58 0.9996
2 1 11.88 0.9990
2 2 11.85 0.9988
2 3 11.83 0.9988
Table 3.4: Summarized results of the uniaxial test
The two blocks are differentiated by the maximum strain the material had to support. In the
first block of three trials the material was stretched 30% of its original length while in the second
block a 50% elongation was applied.
A linear elastic model σ = E ·  was hypothesized. For each data set the Young’s Modulus
was calculated with Matlab using the least squares method. The results of the test are summarized
in the table 3.4. Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show graphically how the linear elastic model fits the data.
From the exposed data we concluded that a linear elastic model was suitable for the strains
expected in the experimental test. Some important remarks from the test are listed above.
(1) The first block presented a Young modulus with variations of less than 0.1%.
(2) The second block presented a stiffening caused by the excess of strain, and a higher variation
of the Young’s Modulus.
Considering the strains are expected to remain below 30%, a linear elastic model with the
average Young’s Modulus of the three first trials was chosen.
3.3 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was selected as the material for the Robotic Capsule
Endoscope’s wheels because it can be easily fabricated and is bio-compatible. The characterization
and production of PDMS has been studied by other researchers, the fabrication procedure we have
used is based on articles [36], [37], [38].
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Figure 3.6: Uniaxail Stress-Strain curve of the first trial in the first block
While ultimately we are interested in the adhesion response of a micro-patterned PDMS
surface on a synthetic biological tissue, we first wanted to characterize the adhesion response of a
smooth PDMS surface to use as a control. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the latter objective.
The complete procedure of fabrication of the smooth PDMS used in this research is presented in
Appendix A.5.
3.4 Tack Test
The experimental test procedure is summarized in the following steps, the complete procedure
can be consulted in Appendix A.1.
(1) The synthetic tissue is placed on an horizontal plate as can be seen in Figure 3.8.
(2) The indentation element with a PDMS layer attached to its bottom is positioned above the
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Figure 3.7: Uniaxail Stress-Strain curve of the first trial in the second block
synthetic tissue.
(3) The synthetic tissue is compressed with the probe at a 1 mm/s compression rate until the
applied force equals the pre-load (Pload).
(4) A dwelling time (tdwell) is waited with the pre-load acting on the synthetic tissue.
(5) After the dwelling time, the indentation probe is separated from the synthetic tissue at a
constant separation rate (vsep) until the probe is completely separated from the tissue.
The indentation probe is attached to a load cell that measures the force the synthetic tissue
applies to the PDMS. This force, together with the probe position are recorded in a text file that
afterwards will be analyzed using Matlab.
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Figure 3.8: Experimental device with synthetic tissue prepared for tack test
Chapter 4
Adhesion model
The goal of this work is to understand and characterize how RCE design parameters affect the
adhesion response. After analyzing the theoretical models presented in Section 2, some limitations
were found for achieving this goal. Most relevant limitations of those models are listed below.
• Characterize contact between spherical surfaces.
• Some physical parameters appearing in the models are difficult to measure, such as the
surface energy between the surfaces (γ).
• There is not a clear relation between the model parameters and the RCE design parameters.
In order to characterize the adhesion response as a function of the RCE design parameters,
a series of experiments were executed in order to measure the normal adhesion force over time for
various parameter configurations. As mentioned in the introduction, the adhesion test parameters
are the pre-load (Pload), the dwelling time (tdwell) and the separation rate (vsep). Each of these
values can be related to the design of the RCE and thus, a range of values for each of these
parameters was chosen to reflect the RCE design by Sliker et al. [1].
In order to determine the characteristic pre-load, previous research from students in the
AMTL was consulted. Terry et al. designed and tested a custom myenteric force sensor (MFS) in
order to determine the distributive load that the bowel inflicts on a solid bolus inside the bowel
in the radial direction [12]. Terry et al. reports a 1.04 N/cm distributed load from the MFS
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Parameter Low Value Standard Value High Value
Pload (N) 1 2.5 4
tdwell (s) 7.5 12.5 30
vs (mm/s) 1.25 3 5
Table 4.1: Range of values for the design parameters
sensor. Taking into account the total contact area of the wheels of the actual device (6.1575 cm2),
a standard pre-load value of 2.5 N was determined.
The standard value for the dwell time (tdwell) was computed taking into account the distance
between the pulleys and the velocity at which the wheels move. The distance between the pulleys
in the actual RCE device is 37.5 mm and the wheel’s velocity is 3 mm/s resulting in a contact time
of 12.5 s.
Finally the separation rate (vs) corresponds with the velocity at which the wheels separate
from the tissue. The actual velocity for the prototype is 3 mm/s.
Once the standard values for the independent variables were calculated, a high and low value
were chosen for each parameter so that the standard values were within the range of parameter
values. The range of values is presented in the table 4.1.
4.1 Central Composite Experimental Design (CCD)
A set of adhesion test parameter configurations was obtained using the Central Composite
Experimental Design technique. The Central Composite Experimental Design (CCD) is an
statistical method used for experimental design, a detailed explanation can be consulted in papers
[39] and [40].
The major benefits this method provides include the following:
(1) Reduce the data set to test.
(2) Helps to reduce systematic error.
(3) Provides statistically rich data.
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Minitab, a statistical analysis software package, was used to generate, using the CCD method,
the parameter configurations to test and to statistically analyze the experimental results obtained.
In particular, an inscribed central composite design method was utilized. This means that
the previously presented range of parameter values are strict bounds of the design space. Therefore
all parameter values prescribed for testing fell within these bounds. Figure 4.1 is a general
representation of an inscribed CCD design space where the three coded1 parameters are along
each axis.
Figure 4.1: Inscribed Central Composite Design
Once the range of values was introduced to Minitab, a total of 34 test configurations were
prescribed. Those configurations are presented in Table B.1 in Appendix B.
4.2 Experimental data
The normal adhesion force was measured using the adhesion tack test experimental method,
described in Section 3.4 and presented in detail in Appendix A.1. In Figure 4.2 a typical
1 The coded parameters are non-dimensionalized parameters representing the studied parameters. The values of
the coded parameters, for all the studied variables, go from -1 to 1. This is coding is performed so that the modeling
is more stable and the obtained results are easier to interpret.
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experimental data output is plotted. The configuration tested corresponds with the center of
the CCD design design space (Pre-load = 2.5 N; Dwell time = 18.75 s; Separation rate = 3.125
mm/s). The region of interest is the adhesion zone which is more clearly shown in Figure 4.3.
Once the experimental data was recorded, the data was analyzed using the following approach.
(1) Nondimensionalize the data of the 34 tests.
(2) From the nondimensional curves, hypothesize a physical explanation for the adhesive
behavior and verify it.
(3) Model the relevant adhesive parameters such as maximum stress (σmax), total displacement
(δmax) and total energy provided until complete separation (Eeff ).
(4) Use those models to reconstruct the original curves from the nondimensional curve.
4.3 Non dimensionalization
With the objective of constructing a model for the adhesion response as a function of the
design parameters pre-load, dwell time and separation rate, 34 configurations were tested. The
adhesive region of all 34 configurations are displayed in Figure 4.4. Two important observations
were made from the plot in Figure 4.4.
• Five clear sets of curves were observed when looking the maximum displacement before
separation.
• The shapes of the different curves appeared to be scaled versions of each other.
Due to the similar shapes of adhesion response curves, the curves were nondimensionalized
by the maximum stress and total displacement. By nondimensionalizing the curves and calculating
a mean value curve, a unique curve was obtained that was a scaled representation of all 34 original
curves. The resulting non-dimensional curves are displayed in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental data for center configuration [2.5 N; 18.75 s; 3.125 mm/s]
4.4 Hypothesised Model
A model curve was constructed to describe the mean nondimensional curve from the
experimental data. After visual analysis of the non-dimensional plots and careful observation
during experiments, this model was hypothesized to have two different regions. Figure 4.6 displays
the two hypothesized sections for a center configuration experimental data.
• A first section where the material is elongated presenting a linear behavior, as the uniaxial
test suggested.
• A second region where a circumferential crack on the adhesion surface begins and
propagates until the contact area is zero ([41], [42]).
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Figure 4.3: Adhesion region experimental data for the center configuration
Mathematically this model can be expressed as the following piecewise function.
Model(x) =
 k · x if x < xcrackk · x · A(x)Atotal if x ≥ xcrack
Where Model(x) is the nondimensionalized stress value2 the model predicts at point x3 , k
is the constant characterizing the linear behavior, A(x) and Atotal are the area at point x and the
initial contact area, respectively. Finally, xcrack is the point where the circumferential crack begins.
4.4.1 Linear Elongation
The first region of the non-dimensional curve was modeled as a stretched linear material. A
linear fit using the least square method was found. The linear model domain extends from zero to
the point where the R2 value for the linear model became less than 0.9999. The linear coefficient
2 Is the stress at point x divided by the maximum stress of the analyzed curve
3 Point x is the displacement value divided by the total displacement for the analyzed curve
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Figure 4.4: Adhesion region experimental data for the 34 configurations
obtained for the linear region, Model(x) = k · x if x < xcrack, of the average non-dimensional
curve is presented in Table 4.2.
4.4.2 Crack Propagation
Once the linear behavior was characterized, the area reduction was modeled. The model used
for the area reduction had the following structure.
A(x)
Atotal
= a1 · x′ + a2 · x′2 + a3 · x′3 + a4 ·
(
1− ea5·x′
)
(4.1)
Where x′ = x− xcrack.
Using Matlab’s tools for non linear fitting, the coefficients were determined for the area
reduction model. The obtained parameters are presented in Table 4.3 were obtained.
The final model is displayed in Figure 4.7 together with the average non-dimensional curve.
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Figure 4.5: Non-dimensionalized adhesion region for the 34 configurations
4.4.3 Model Verification
The proposed mathematical model was expected to be an explicative model. This means
that the linear part should correspond to the synthetic tissue substrate stretching and the crack
propagation region to a diminution of the contact area. To verify this, an Olympus iSpeed high
speed camera (Olympus Imaging America, Inc., Center Valley, PA) was used to record an adhesion
tack test. The video was taken at 200 frames per second (fps). Then the video data and the
experimental force versus displacement data were then synchronized in time for analysis.
In Figure 4.8 three images from the high speed camera during the adhesion region of
the experimental testing are plotted together with the corresponding experimental data. The
configuration chosen for the model verification was randomly chosen (Pre-load = 2.5 N ; Dwell
time = 18.75 s ; Separation rate = 1.25 mm/s) and the synchronization was made considering the
following two points.
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Figure 4.6: Model sections for center configuration experimental data
• The camera took 200 frames per second and the experimental data acquisition was 200 Hz.
• The first frame where complete separation between the PDMS and the tissue was observed
was selected and synchronized with the experimental point where the contact force was
zero at the end of the adhesion response curve.
The first row in Figure 4.8 corresponds to the point where the separation begins, qualitatively
this point also corresponded with the point where the linear region ended. The second row shows
an intermediate point on the crack propagation and finally the third row correspond with the point
where a complete separation was observed. This video analysis verified the hypothesized model
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k R2
2.404 0.9993
Table 4.2: Linear coefficient for the linear region of the mean non-dimensional curve
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Figure 4.7: Non-dimensional model and average non-dimensional curve
and its physical explanation.
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
−0.5891 −2.028 1.998 0.0007 8.649
Table 4.3: Crack model coefficients
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Figure 4.8: Model verification with video synchronization
4.5 Experimental models for singular values
After having characterized the adhesive behavior with the non-dimensional model, two scaling
parameters had to be estimated to reconstruct the original adhesion curve from the nondimensional
model. One of the main advantages of nondimensionalizing the adhesion response curves, is that
with a single point (an x coordinate and a y coordinate), the nondimensional model can be scaled
back to a dimensional space. The x and y coordinates were chosen as the total displacement (δtotal)
and maximum stress (σmax), respectively.
Furthermore, there are some singular values that are intrinsically important from a design
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Parameter RCE design limitation
Maximum sigma (σmax) Maximum stress supported by the tissue
Total displacement (δmax) Tissue displacement
Effective adhesion energy (Eeff ) Energy losses to overcome the adhesion
Table 4.4: Estimated parameters and relation with the Robotic Capsule Endoscope design
point of view. These singular values are the σmax, the δtotal and the effective adhesion energy
(Eeff ). The estimated parameters together with their relation with the Robot Capsule Endoscope
design are summarized in Table 4.4.
Each of these parameters were calculated from the 34 experimental adhesion response curves.
Then, Minitab was used to find a best fit model equation in terms of the input parameters (Fpre,
tdwell, vsep). The resulting models were then used to predict the value of the scaling parameters in
order to scale the nondimensional adhesion model back to a dimensional space.
4.5.1 Maximum Stress (σmax)
Processing the experimental data from the 34 configurations tested, 34 maximum stress values
were computed. In Figure 4.9 the maximum stress values are plotted against their corresponding
configuration.
Sorting the configurations from lower separation rates to higher separation rates and in each
set with the same separation rate sorting them from lower pre-load to higher pre-load, figure 4.10
was obtained.
In Figure 4.10, a clear influence of the separation rate on the maximum stress was observed.
When the separation rate increases the maximum stress also increases. Furthermore, for each set
of configurations having the same separation rate, a clear differentiation between the sets with
different pre-loads was also visible. In Figure 4.11 the maximum adhesive stress is plotted against
the separation rate and sets with same pre-load values are clearly grouped.
In Minitab, a surface response analysis was conducted and a model form was selected. With
the information gained from the graphical analysis in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, it was clear that
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Figure 4.9: Fmax for each of the 34 configurations tested
separation rate and pre-load were significant parameters. Additionally, there seemed to be some
interaction between the two parameters as the gap between σmax values with different pre-loads
increased as separation rate increased. A model including a constant, separation rate term, pre-
load term and separation rate - pre-load interaction term was chosen. The maximum stress model
equation is expressed in Equation 4.2 and had an R2 of 97.84%. However, the p value for the Lack-
of-Fit was 0.000 indicating that this model did not explain the data good enough. Therefore, a
non-linear analysis was done which resulted in the maximum stress being characterized by Equation
4.3. A summary of the statistical information of the two models tested is presented in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.10: Fmax for each of the 34 configurations tested sorted by separation rate
σmax = 931.8 + 153.0 · vsep − 27.64 · Pload − 12.98 · Pload · vsep (4.2)
σmax = 972.5 · v0.3097sep − 7.711 · P 2load − 9.577 · Pload · vsep (4.3)
The model presented in Equation 4.3 is a better estimate of the maximum stress than that
in Equation 4.2 due to the following:
• The R2 value for Equation 4.3 is greater than the R2 value for Equation 4.2.
• The total error value for Equation 4.3 is less than the total error value for Equation 4.2.
• The Lack-of-fit p-value for Equation 4.3 is greater than 0.05, indicating that the model fits
the data well.
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Figure 4.11: Fmax for each of the 34 configurations versus separation rate
• Both equations have the same amount of parameters.
4.5.2 Maximum Displacement (δmax)
A similar analysis was performed for the maximum displacement the probe performed
before complete separation. In Figure 4.12 the maximum displacements are plotted against their
corresponding configuration. In Figure 4.13 the maximum displacements are plotted sorting the
configurations from lower separation rate to higher separation rate. Again, as with the maximum
stress, each set of data with the same separation rate was sorted from lower to higher pre-load.
From the plot in Figure 4.13 a clear relation between the maximum displacement and the
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Model R2 Average error (%) Maximum error (%) p-value Lack-of-Fit
Model 4.2 0.9784 1.31 3.76 0.000
Model 4.3 0.9895 0.93 2.04 0.451
Table 4.5: σmax models accuracy
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Figure 4.12: δmax for each of the 34 configurations tested
separation rate could be deduced. In this case, an evident relation between the displacement and
the pre-load was not observed. Following the procedure used in the previous section, maximum
displacement was plotted as a function of the separation rate and is presented in Figure 4.14. In
Figure 4.14, in contrast with figure 4.11, sets with different pre-loads are not visually differentiated.
With the information gained from the graphical analysis in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, the
separation rate was considered the most explicative parameter. A model including a constant
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Figure 4.13: δmax for each of the 34 configurations sorted by separation rate
and a linear separation rate term was chosen. This model equation for the maximum displacement
is expressed in Equation 4.4 and has an R2 of 98.44%. However, the p value for the Lack-of-Fit was
0.000 indicating that this model does not explain the data good enough. Therefore, a non-linear
analysis was done which resulted in the maximum displacement being characterized by Equation
4.5. A summary of the statistical information of the two models tested is presented in Table 4.6.
δmax = 0.747713 + 0.1125 · vsep (4.4)
δmax = 0.790548 · v0.299751sep (4.5)
The model presented in Equation 4.5 is a better estimate of the maximum displacement than
that in Equation 4.4 due to the following:
• The R2 value for Equation 4.5 is greater than the R2 value for Equation 4.4.
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Figure 4.14: δmax for each of the 34 configurations versus separation rate
• The total error value for Equation 4.5 is less than the total error value for Equation 4.4.
• The Lack-of-fit p-value for Equation 4.5 is greater than 0.05, indicating that the model fits
the data well.
• Both equations have the same amount of parameters.
4.5.3 Total Effective Adhesion Energy (Eeff)
The last important variable to model was the effective adhesion energy defined as the amount
of energy spent to separate the PDMS surface from the synthetic tissue.
Eeff =
∫ x2
x1
F (x)dx
Where x1 corresponds to the displacement at the beginning of the adhesion region, x2 is the
displacement where complete separation occurs and F (x) the adhesive force at point x. In Figure
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Model R2 Average error (%) Maximum error (%) p-value Lack-of-Fit
Model 4.4 0.9844 1.06 4.18 0.000
Model 4.5 0.9964 0.52 1.47 0.929
Table 4.6: δmax models accuracy
4.15 the Eeff for all configurations are plotted. If the data is plotted by sorting it from least
to highest separation rate and then sorting each separation rate set by increasing pre-load, figure
4.16 is obtained. In Figure 4.16 a clear increase of the energy needed to separate both surfaces is
noticeable when the separation rate increases. Furthermore, pre-load appears to be non-negligible.
In Figure 4.17 Eeff is plotted as a function of the separation rate.
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Figure 4.15: Eeff for each of the 34 configurations in testing order
With the information gained from the graphical analysis in Figures 4.16 and 4.17, it was clear
that separation rate and pre-load were significant parameters. Additionally, there seemed to be
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Figure 4.16: Eeff for each of the 34 configurations sorted by separation rate
some interaction between the two parameters as the gap between σmax values with different pre-
loads increased as separation rate increased. A model including a constant, separation rate term,
pre-load term and separation rate - pre-load interaction term was chosen. This model equation
for the effective adhesion energy is expressed in Equation 4.6 and had an R2 of 99.07%. However,
the p value for the Lack-of-Fit was 0.004 indicating that this model did not explain the data good
enough. Therefore, a non-linear analysis was done which resulted in the maximum stress being
characterized by Equation 4.7. A summary of the statistical information of the two models tested
is presented in Table 4.7.
Eeff = 0.2426 + 0.1299 · vsep − 0.00517 · Pload − 0.006885 · Pload · vsep (4.6)
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Figure 4.17: Eeff for each of the 34 configurations versus separation rate
Eeff = (0.1551 · vsep − 0.01027 · Pload · vsep)0.5831 (4.7)
The model presented in Equation 4.7 is a better estimate of the effective adhesion energy
than that in Equation 4.6 due to the following:
• The R2 value for Equation 4.7 is greater than the R2 value for Equation 4.6.
• The total error value for Equation 4.7 is less than the total error value for Equation 4.6.
• The Lack-of-fit p-value for Equation 4.7 is greater than 0.05, indicating that the model fits
the data well.
• Equation 4.7 has one parameter less than 4.6.
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Model R2 Average error (%) Maximum error (%) p-value Lack-of-Fit
Model 4.6 0.9907 1.57 4.59 0.004
Model 4.7 0.9936 1.32 3.26 0.247
Table 4.7: Eeff models accuracy
4.6 Contact speed
The adhesion tack test procedure specified in the appendix A.1 considers a constant contact
speed of 1 mm/s. The contact speed is the velocity at which the PDMS probe makes contact with
the synthetic tissue. During the motion of the RCE, the velocity at which the contact is produced
and the separation rate are the same. As we were using a constant 1 mm/s contact speed, it was
important to ensure the behavior did not depend on the contact speed or, in case of finding some
influence, the worst case scenario was covered.
A speed study was conducted with this goal in mind. Five tests were conducted fixing the
dwell time and the pre-load while the separation rate was changed. The separation rate values
were chosen to be the ones the CCD method had prescribed. These five tests were conducted
twice, firstly by fixing the contact speed at 1 mm/s and then changing the contact speed to be
equal to the separation rate. In Table 4.8 the parameters of the conducted tests are summarized.
Figure 4.18 displays the results obtained for the five different configurations depending on
the contact speed.
From the figure 4.18 four main conclusions concerning the three variables of interest (σmax,
δmax and Eeff ) were observed.
(1) The maximum stress was consistently greater when the contact speed was constant and
equal to 1 mm/s.
(2) The total effective energy was similar in both cases.
(3) The total displacement before complete separation was larger when the contact speed was
equal to the separation rate.
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Test Contact speed (mm/s) Separation rate (mm/s)
1 1 1.25
2 1 2.01
3 1 3.125
4 1 4.24
5 1 5
6 1.25 1.25
7 2.01 2.01
8 3.125 3.125
9 4.24 4.24
10 5 5
Table 4.8: Configurations tested for the speed study
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of adhesion response when contact speed is changed
(4) When contact speed was equal to the separation rate, crack propagation zone began with
an instability4 whereas constant contact speed curves did not have such instability.
Due to the instability presented in the adhesive behavior when the contact speed was equal
to the separation rate, the results had less repeatability. As the constant contact speed produced a
worst contact behavior with respect to the maximum sigma and Eeff , and provided more repeatable
results, this was the procedure used to study the adhesive contact.
4 An instability meaning that a sudden decrease of the force was observed followed by a force increase
Chapter 5
Geometry dependence
After a complete characterization of the adhesive response for a particular synthetic tissue
stiffness and probe area, it was important to investigate how the obtained results could be
extrapolated to tissue of varying stiffness and probes of varying contact areas. This was important
for the following reasons.
• It would prove if the nondimensionalization method could be used for other tissues and
contact areas. In other words, it would show if once the tissue stiffness and probe radii is
fixed, the shape of the adhesion response is determined.
• The RCE will travel through different sections of the bowel, which lie on top of different
organs within the abdominal cavity. Each section has a particular stiffness, these changes
in the stiffness could be modeled by changing the thickness of the synthetic tissue.
Characterizing the changes on the adhesive response when the stiffness varies provides
insight to the performance of the RCE in different regions of the bowel.
• The treads of the wheels in the RCE can have different shapes and sizes, changing the
contact area. An analysis of the variation of the essential parameters when the contact area
is changed provides useful information to consider when designing the treads for optimal
mobility through the bowel.
Due to the presented reasons, a geometric study was performed to achieve a better
understanding of the effects contact area and material stiffness have on the adhesive behavior.
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Test Probe Radius (cm) Tissue Thickness (cm)
1 0.79 1.5
2 0.79 2.1
3 0.79 3.3
4 1.1 1.5
5 1.1 2.1
6 1.1 3.3
7 1.4 1.5
8 1.4 2.1
9 1.4 3.3
Table 5.1: Geometric parameters for the CCD tests performed
This study was performed by testing the same 34 input parameter configurations prescribed by the
CCD method, presented in Section 4.1, for different synthetic tissue substrate stiffness and probe
contact areas. The different probes were self-manufactured as well as synthetic tissues, following
the procedures presented in Appendix A.4 and A.5. In order to change the tissue stiffness, the
thickness of the synthetic tissue was varied. In order to achieve different probe contact areas, the
probe radius was varied. In Table 5.1, a summary of the synthetic tissue thicknesses as well as the
different radius tested is presented.
In total, 9 different geometric configurations were tested. For each of the geometric
configurations, 34 configurations were tested, giving a total of 306 tests performed. Those tests
were performed with a fixed contact speed equal to 1 mm/s. The adhesive region of these tests is
presented in Figure 5.1.
5.1 Contact speed verification
In efforts to confirm the claim made in Section 4.6, that results using a constant contact speed
are more repeatable and provide worse case scenario information, all nine geometry configuration
tests were repeated, ensuring the contact speed and separation rate for each configuration were
equal. The adhesive region of these tests is presented in Figure 5.2.
Although testing with contact speed equal to separation rate is closest to the behavior the
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Figure 5.1: Adhesion region for different tissue thickness and probe radius when the contact speed
is constant equal to 1 mm/s
RCE will have, same limitations mentioned in 4.6 were found.
• Unstable crack propagation for some geometries.
• Lack of consistency in reproducing results due to unstable crack propagation.
• An inconsistent adhesive region shape for fixed radii and tissue thicknesses resulting in lost
of precision on the nondimensionalization.
The instability of the crack propagation is theoretically discussed in the paper [43]. Our
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Figure 5.2: Adhesion region for different tissue thickness and probe radius when the contact speed
is equal to the separation rate
hypothesis is that changing the contact speed can have an effect on the contact formation. This
could be due to the formation of air cavities that could cause this unstable crack propagation.
However, this is out of the scope of this thesis.
Also, for all the geometries tested, comparing the value of the σmax, δmax and Eeff on the
tests performed with fixed contact speed and for the ones with contact speed equal to the separation
rate, the following observations were made.
• σmax was larger when the contact speed was fixed at 1 mm/s.
• δmax was larger when the contact speed was equal to the separation rate.
• Eeff was similar in both cases.
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5.2 Non dimensionalization
In Figure 5.3, the nondimensionalized curves for each geometric configuration are presented.
As in Section 4, the nondimensionalization was performed dividing the stress by the maximum
stress of each curve and the displacement by the total displacement before separation.
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Figure 5.3: Nondimensionalized adhesion region for different tissue stiffness and probe radius
Analyzing the nondimensional curves, the average maximum error, defined by equation 5.1,
was less than 6.5%. This proved that once the substrate stiffness and the probe radius were fixed,
the same adhesive behavior could be expected for all input parameter. Changes in the configurations
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will change the size of the curve, but the shape will remain the same.
Errorrel (%) = meanj,k
maxi∈C
maxt∈[0,1]
100 ·
∣∣∣avj,k(t)− cij.k(t)∣∣∣
maxt∈[0,1] (avj,k(t))
 (5.1)
Where C = 1, 2, . . . , 34, cij,k is the non-dimensional curve i with stiffness number j and probe
radius number k and avj,k is the average curve for stiffness number j and probe radius number k.
5.3 Singular Variables Dependence
Characterizing the radius dependence is of special importance because different wheel treads
will correspond to different contact areas. A qualitative knowledge of the consequences of changing
the contact area can be used to design the wheel treads.
Another important aspect to take into account is the possible change in the adhesive behavior
with different tissue stiffness. As the Robot Capsule Endoscope moves through the bowel contacting
different sections, different stiffness will be experienced. Changes in stiffness have been modeled
with different thicknesses of the same synthetic tissue. Using the same synthetic tissue guaranties
that the surface properties will be kept the same. In Table 5.2 a summary of the thickness and
the experimentally measured effective stiffness is presented. The effective stiffness is defined as
the slope in the force versus displacement curve when compression with a 1.4 cm radius probe is
applied at a fixed compression rate of 1 mm/s.
The same three critical parameters (σmax, δtotal, Eeff ), which give some indication of RCE
performance, are analyzed from the results of the geometric study. In the following sections the
influence of radius size and synthetic tissue stiffness is discussed. The information is presented
in four different plots. First, each critical parameter is plotted for each configuration where the
configurations are ordered by increasing separation rates and within the same separation rate by
increasing pre-loads. After analyzing the data we concluded the most explicative parameters for
all of the critical parameters was the separation rate (vsep). For this reason, in the second plot
the studied values are plotted versus the separation rate. The critical values plotted correspond
to the average of the studied values for the configurations, for a certain radius and stiffness, that
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Tissue Thickness (cm) Stiffness (N/mm)
14.92 2.163
21.52 1.762
33.7 0.634
Table 5.2: Synthetic tissue thickness and measured stiffness
were tested with same separation rate. From this plot, the influence of the other input parameters,
pre-load and dwell time, can be determined. Next, the critical values were plotted according to
probe radius and substrate stiffness for each separation rate. Finally, taking into account the similar
shape the last set of graphs presents, a nondimensionalized version of the third graph is plotted.
5.3.1 Dependence of σmax
In Figures 5.4 the σmax is plotted for all the configurations tested. A clear dependence on the
separation rate can be deduced, in all cases as the separation rate increases the σmax also increases.
Two main observations can be made from this plot.
• As the tissue gets stiffer the differences in the σmax for the different radii gets larger.
• The σmax is minimized with the largest radius, independent of substrate stiffness. However,
it should be noted that the largest radius probe produces the largest maximum force
independent of substrate stiffness. Therefore, as the probe radius increases, both the
maximum force and contact area increase, but the maximum force increases at a slower
rate than the contact area.
In Figure, 5.5, the mean σmax values for the configurations with same separation rate are
plotted. From this graph two main points are deduced.
• An approximate linear (min(R2)allcurves = 0.9758) dependence is observed for all probe
radii and substrate stiffnesses as a function of the separation rate.
• Differences in the σmax values between probe radii are only important in the stiffer material.
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Figure 5.4: σmax for all configurations tested as a function of the tissue thickness and probe radius
Finally, a third graph, 5.6, is displayed. In this graph, for each separation rate, the values of
σmax as a function of the geometry parameters, substrate stiffness and probe radius, are presented.
The following observations can be made from these graphs.
• For all the speeds, variations on σmax, when the radius size or the tissue thickness vary,
present the same shape.
• When looking at the two softest materials, a local maximum of the σmax value occurs with
the probe radius of 1.1 cm, independent of separation rate. With the stiffer material, a
monotonous decrease of the σmax is observed as the radius increases.
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Figure 5.5: σmax for each separation rate tested as a function of the tissue thickness and probe
radius
Considering the first point mentioned,nondimensionalization of the curves in Figure 5.6
was conducted. The non-dimensionalization was performed dividing the σmax values of all
the geometrical configurations by the σmax value of a particular geometric configuration. The
configuration chosen was the one with 1.4 cm radius probe and medium stiffness because this was
the geometrical configuration chosen for the characterization discussed in the previous chapter.
The results of such non-dimensionalization are displayed in Figure 5.7.
The mean curves obtained after the nondimensionalization of those curves proved to be a
good representation of all the curves. A maximum relative error of 5.26 % was obtained between
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Figure 5.6: σmax for each separation rate tested as a function of the tissue stiffness and probe radius
the mean curve corresponding to the stiffness 0.634 N/mm and the most separated point at the 1.1
cm radius.
5.3.2 Dependence of δmax
The second critical design parameter is the maximum extension the tissue experiences before
complete separation. Maximum displacements are plotted in Figure 5.8 as a function of probe
radius and substrate stiffness.
The most important information figure 5.8 provides is listed below.
• As the probe radius increases, the δmax increases. A possible justification of this behavior
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Figure 5.7: Nondimensional curves for the σmax for each tissue stiffness and probe radius
is the total vertical displacement measured increases with the distance the crack has to
travel.
• A clear increasing dependence of δmax on separation rate is observed for all substrate
stiffness and probe radii.
For an easier visualization of some properties, the mean δmax value of each set with the same
separation rate is presented in Figure 5.9. As observed in Figure 5.8, the separation rate is the
main factor characterizing the maximum displacement. Plotting the mean of all the configurations
with same separation rate allows us to obtain the following new conclusions.
• For substrate stiffness and probe radii, an approximate linear behavior as a function of the
separation rate is observed (min(R2)allcurves = 0.9826).
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Figure 5.8: δmax for all configurations tested as a function of the tissue stiffness and probe radius
• The slopes of these lines are similar in all cases.
• The δmax value increases with increasing probe radius.
The third figure displayed, 5.10, presents the variation of the δmax values for each separation
rate as a function of the geometric parameters. This set of plots provides the following information.
• The δmax appears to grow more slowly as the probe radius increases for the two stiffer
substrate materials. On the other hand, the δmax appears to grow more quickly as the
probe radius increases for the softer substrate material.
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Figure 5.9: Average δmax for each set with same separation rate as a function of the tissue thickness
and probe radius
• As noticed with the σmax, for all separation rates, the shape of δmax versus radius is the
same.
Finally, considering the last point mentioned, nondimensionalization of the δmax as a
function of probe radius was performed. Similar to the nondimensional process for the σmax,
the nondimensionalization was performed dividing all the δmax values by the δmax obtained from
the 1.4 cm probe radius and medium stiffness material. The results of the nondimensionalization
are displayed in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.10: Average δmax for each separation rate tested as a function of the tissue stiffness and
probe radius
The nondimensionalization of the curves in Figure 5.10 gave positive results. The maximum
relative error between any mean curve and the nondimensionalized points was a 2.52%. The
maximum relative error was measured with the softer material and the 1.1 cm radius.
5.3.3 Dependence of Eeff
Finally an analysis on the amount of work required to separate the PDMS and synthetic
substrate surface was completed with respect the varying substrate stiffness and probe radius. In
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Figure 5.11: Nondimensional curves for the δmax for each tissue stiffness and probe radius
Figure 5.12 the Eeff for all the substrate stiffness and probe radius are presented. From this figure
the following observations were made.
• A clear increase in the Eeff is observed when the probe radius is increased. This observation
was expected as the increase in probe radius results in an increase in contact surface area.
• For all geometrical configurations, an increase in the effective adhesive energy is presented
when the separation rate increases.
Similar to the σmax and δmax parameters, the separation rate appeared to be the
most explicative variable describing the effective adhesion energy response for all geometric
configurations. In Figure 5.13 the mean Eeff is plotted for each set of configurations with same
separation rate. This reduction of data causes the loss of the information related with the pre-load
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Figure 5.12: Eeff for all configurations tested as a function of the tissue thickness and probe radius
but illustrates the following:
• For each substrate stiffnesses and probe radii, a linear dependence of Eeff in terms of the
separation rate is observed (min(R2)allcurves = 0.9908).
• Eeff values increase as the probe radius increases, independent of substrate stiffness.
• As the separation rate increases, the difference in the Eeff obtained at different probe radii
increases. In other words, the faster the separation rate, the more influential the probe
radius parameter becomes. This is can be observed as the slope of the linear fit increases
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Figure 5.13: Average Eeff for separation rate tested as a function of the tissue thickness and probe
radius
as the radius increase. In Table 5.3 a summary of this each slope is presented.
Figure 5.14 presents, for each separation rate, Eeff as the substrate stiffness and probe radii
vary. This plot provides the following information.
• As the probe radius increases, the effective adhesive energy increases, independent of the
substrate stiffness.
• For all the separation rates values, the behavior of Eeff is similar.
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Radius 0.79 cm Radius 1.1 cm Radius 1.4 cm
High Stiffness 0.03236 mJ/ mm/s 0.0587 mJ/ mm/s 0.0830 mJ/ mm/s
Medium Stiffness 0.0340 mJ/ mm/s 0.0817 mJ/ mm/s 0.1129 mJ/ mm/s
Low stiffness 0.0352 mJ/ mm/s 0.0620 mJ/ mm/s 0.1196 mJ/ mm/s
Table 5.3: Linear fit slopes of the data plotted in Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.14: Average Eeff for separation rate tested as a function of the tissue stiffness and probe
radius
• The curvature of the graphs changes when the substrate stiffness of the tissue changes.
Stiffer substrate curves flatten for the 1.4 cm radius, the medium stiff substrate curve can
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be approximated with a line and finally the softer material seems to accelerate as the radius
increase.
From the second point mentioned above, the nondimensionalization of the data plotted
in Figure 5.14 was completed. The nondimensionalization was performed by dividing Eeff by
the Eeff obtained for the radius 1.4 cm and medium substrate stiffness. The results of the
nondimensionalization are displayed in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Nondimensional curves for the Eeff for each tissue stiffness and probe radius
The nondimensionalization in Figure 5.15 proved to be satisfactory. The maximum relative
error measured between the mean curve and the nondimensional points was 5.4 %. As with
deltamax and σmax, maximum relative error was measured for the softest substrate and the 1.1 cm
radius probe.
Chapter 6
Finite Element Analysis
Currently, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used to simulate and solve a broad variety of
physical problems ranging from fluid mechanics to structural mechanics or heat transfer. In this
research, FEA will be used to simulate the adhesion tack test. These simulations allow us to
visualize physical parameters such as tensile distribution and deformation fields. This could help in
justifying the observed adhesive behavior. Moreover, a precise model of the experimental adhesion
test provides the infrastructure for conducting parametric studies varying material stiffness, probe
radius or other geometric parameters. In addition, the FEA may provide information about the
contact and interaction between the synthetic substrate and material used for the RCE wheels
possibly leading to other studies for our research. The Finite Element Model was made using the
program Abaqus version 6.11.
The construction of the Finite Element Model followed the listed stages.
• Geometrical and mesh characterization
• Material and contact properties
• Boundary conditions and simulation steps
• Requested outputs
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6.1 Geometrical and Mesh Characterization
The adhesion tack test was modeled with two parts: the synthetic tissue and the probe. The
probe is a cylinder and can be modeled as an axisymmetric piece. However, the synthetic tissue used
for experimental testing is square, thus cannot be modeled as an axisymmetric piece. Nevertheless,
if we assume the edges are far enough away not to affect the indentation, then a circumferential base
for the synthetic tissue can be modeled without affecting the contact region. The main advantage
of modeling both parts with axisymmetric pieces is the reduction in computation time.
In Figure 6.1 the sketch used for the probe is displayed while in Figure 6.2 the sketch for the
synthetic tissue is presented.
Acrylic probe
Figure 6.1: Sketch of the probe
The CAX8R (8-node biquadratic axisymmetric quadrilateral element with reduced
integration) was the element type used to mesh both parts. Both parts were seeded with an
approximate global size of 0.002 m. This size was small enough to provide useful contact information
and big enough to be computationally fast.
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Synthetic Tissue Substrate
Figure 6.2: Sketch of the synthetic tissue
6.2 Material and Contact Properties
Once the parts were defined, the materials and their contact surfaces had to be defined as
well. The probe was mainly made of acrylic with the exception of the 1 mm layer of PDMS
attached to the bottom of the probe. As a simplification for the modeling, the whole probe was
considered acrylic. The PDMS was accounted for in the contact properties of the model. Acrylic
can be modeled as a linear elastic material, its properties can be found in [44] provided by the
manufacturer and are summarized in Table 6.1.
The synthetic tissue was characterized by the tests described in Section 3. The synthetic tissue
was modeled as a viscoelastic material. The elastic properties for that model were obtained from
the uniaxial test (A.2) and the viscous parameters were obtained from the indentation relaxation
test (A.3). The elastic properties characterizing the elastic behavior of the material, discussed in
Section 3, are summarized in Table 6.2.
Abaqus has two methods of modeling the viscous behavior of a material. The first one
consists of introducing the experimental data of a standardized method directly to Abaqus, the
second option requires the input of the Prony series coefficients which characterize the viscous
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Parameter Value
E (MPa) 73
ν 0.4
Table 6.1: Material properties for the acrylic probe
behavior. [45]. It was easiest to calculate the Prony series coefficients from the experimental data.
Using a Matlab script and using Matlab’s fit function, Prony series coefficients were obtained
with the least square method. The number of terms of the Prony series can vary. Thus, the
coefficients for a one, two and three term Prony series were calculated and the error of each of the
models was compared. The following Table 6.3 summarizes the results obtained.
Given the results presented in Table 6.3 the two term Prony series was chosen to model the
synthetic material behavior due to the model’s high R2 (R2 = 0.9842) and its simplicity compared
to the three term Prony series model. The parameters for the two term Prony series model are
presented in Table 6.4. Assuming a constant Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.499, Young’s Modulus can
be obtained form the Prony series as presented below.
E(t) = G(t) · 2(1 + µ) = K(t) · 3(1− 2µ)
Where G(t) and K(t) are the shear and bulk moduli, respectively, and are obtained from the
Prony series,
G(t) = G0 ·
(
1−
2∑
k=1
gk(1− e
(
−t
τk
))
Parameter Value
E (kPa) 29
ν 0.499
Table 6.2: Elastic properties of the synthetic tissue
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Number of Prony terms 1 Term 2 Terms 3 Terms
Average R2 0.5819 0.9842 0.9961
Table 6.3: Average R2 depending on the number of Prony Series terms
K(t) = K0 ·
(
1−
2∑
k=1
kk(1− e
(
−t
τk
))
Once both materials were characterized, the interaction between them had to be
characterized. The model used for this interaction was characterized by a cohesive behavior model
with specified damage evolution. Schematically, this interaction is described as a triangle as shown
in Figure 6.3. The parameters for the interaction model were obtained through the iterative process
of simulating the adhesion tack test and comparing the results to those measured experimentally.
In Figure 6.4 the simulation results are plotted together with the experimental ones. The contact
model used in Abaqus proved to precisely model the experimental tack test. The final parameters
used to characterize the contact are summarized in Table 6.5.
Figure 6.3: Interaction model used in FEA
Coefficient G0 (Pa) K0 (Pa) g1 = k1 g2 = k2 τ1 (s) τ2 (s)
Value 0.0111 5.540 0.0259 0.0113 1.838 75.45
Table 6.4: Parameters for the two term Prony series model
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Figure 6.4: Simulation results and experimental results for an adhesion tack test with 2.5 N pre-
load, 18.75 s dwell time and 3.125 mm/s separation rate
6.3 Simulation steps and boundary conditions
The simulation steps imitate the real steps followed in the experimental adhesion tack test.
The first step is the Initial default step in Abaqus. It is equivalent to the initial experimental
set-up were nothing is moving and just the static boundary conditions are applied. Only one
boundary condition was applied to the bottom region of the synthetic tissue. An Encastre
boundary condition was imposed for all the nodes on the bottom edge. Experimentally, this
boundary condition is achieved with the sand paper used to prevent in plane displacement.
Experimentally, during the first stage of the tack test, the synthetic tissue is compressed to
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Cohesive Behavior
Parameter knn kss ktt
Value 1.3E+007 2E+008 2E+008
Damage
Parameter Normal stress Shear stress Total displacement
Value 1030 1E+006 1E+006
Table 6.5: Contact Property Parameters
a certain Pre-load which is maintained for a dwell time. These actions were performed in the
Compression step on the Abaqus simulation. In this step a constant Pre-load was uniformly
distributed on the top region of the probe during the dwell time. An image with the boundary
conditions imposed in the compression step can be visualized in Figure 6.5.
Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue Substrate
Pre-load
Encastre Boundary Condition
Figure 6.5: Boundary conditions for the Compression step
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Finally, a third step corresponding to the experimental separation was created. In this
step the uniformly distributed force applied to the top of the probe was eliminated and a constant
separation rate was imposed for the top nodes of the probe. An image of the boundary conditions
for this third stage is presented in Figure 6.6.
Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue Substrate
Encastre Boundary Condition
Separation Rate
Figure 6.6: Boundary conditions for the Separation step
6.4 Requested outputs
Finally, the desired output parameters were chosen for the simulation. The output variables
calculated were the following.
• Stresses: Stress components and invariants
• Strains: Total strain components
• Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration: Translations and rotations, translational and
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rotational velocities and accelerations
• Forces and Reactions: Reaction forces and moments, concentrated forces and moments
• Contact: Contact stresses and contact displacements
6.5 Parametric analysis
The first objective of the finite element analysis was to deeply understand the causes of the
adhesive behavior seen experimentally. The second goal was to perform several simulations while
varying tissue stiffness and probe radius or shape. These simulations allowed the prediction of the
adhesive behavior for different wheel treads when traveling through different materials.
To do so, a python script was programmed to allow the execution of a set of simulations with
different geometric configurations. The complete code of the script is presented in Appendix C.1.
Once the script is run, the following steps are followed to perform the parametric study. Currently,
the program only allows the parametric study to be performed for different tissue stiffness and
probe radii values, as those were the parameters studied in the work presented previously1 .
In the first screen the program asks for the geometric parameters defining both the probe
and the synthetic tissue. If more than one tissue thickness or probe radius should be simulated, a
list of values can be introduced. In Figure 6.7 a screen-shot of the first window is presented.
Figure 6.7: Definition of geometric parameters for the parametric study simulations
1 All the parameters introduced in the program and the ones displayed in the following images are in International
System Units.
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Once the geometry is defined, the program asks for the synthetic tissue material properties. A
viscoelastic material is hypothesised. In Figure 6.8 an image of the window requesting the material
information is displayed.
Figure 6.8: Definition of synthetic tissue material properties for Abaqus simulation
Then, the probe material properties are requested (Figure 6.9). For the probe an elastic
material is assumed.
Figure 6.9: Definition of probe material properties for Abaqus simulation
Once both materials are defined, the contact interaction properties are requested 6.10.
The next window, displayed in Figure 6.11, requests the desired simulation configuration.
More than one configuration can be simulated. The configurations are presented as lists, the first
value corresponds to the pre-load (N), the second to the dwell time (s) and the last to the separation
rate (m/s). Another important parameter requested is the amount of time, in seconds, the probe
will retract when the separation step begins.
On the sixth window, presented in Figure 6.12, the seed size for the probe and synthetic
tissue mesh can be specified.
Finally, the last window 6.13 allows the user to limit the length of time increments, in seconds,
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Figure 6.10: Definition of contact properties for Abaqus simulation
Figure 6.11: Definition of the configurations to be simulated in Abaqus
Figure 6.12: Definition of the seed size for the probe and synthetic tissue meshs
for the compression and separation steps.
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Figure 6.13: Definition of maximum increment length (s) at the compression and separation steps
Chapter 7
Results
During the data analysis of the adhesive behavior for a particular stiffness and probe radius
and for the analysis done for different synthetic tissue stiffness and probe radii, some hypotheses
and mathematical models were proposed. In this chapter the validation of those hypothesis and
models will be quantified summarizing the results obtained in the research. To do so, the same
structure of the thesis will be followed in the results chapter. The first section presents the results
obtained in Chapter 4. Then, the results of the modeling procedure extrapolation to other material
stiffness and probe radii is discussed. Finally the FEA results will be presented.
7.1 Adhesion model
The adhesion modeling was conducted through two clearly differentiated stages. The first
one consisted of understanding the adhesive response and proposing a physical model explaining
that behavior. This first stage was performed through the non-dimensionalization of the adhesive
response data. The second part consisted of the estimation of three relevant parameters from a
design point of view, σmax, δmax and Eeff . Those variables are important because they are directly
related to the RCE functionality. Furthermore, the proper estimation of the maximum displacement
and maximum stress allows for reconstruction of the adhesion curve from the nondimensional model,
given configuration parameters.
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7.1.1 Non dimensionalization
After nondimensionalizing the adhesive region of the 34 configurations tested a nice overlap
of the adhesive response was observed. In Figure 4.5, the experimental nondimensional curves are
plotted with the mean nondimensional curve. The relative error between the mean nondimensional
curve and all the experimental nondimensional curves was less than 5.6%, as calculated in equation
7.1.
errorrel (%) = maxi∈C
(
maxt∈[0,1]
(
100 · |av(t)− ci(t)|
maxt∈[0,1] (av(t))
))
(7.1)
Where C = 1, 2, . . . , 34, ci is the nondimensional curve i and av is the mean curve.
Furthermore, the maximum stress is achieved at 54% of the total displacement for all 34
configurations.
A piecewise function consisting of a linear region followed by a crack propagation region was
hypothesized as an explicative model for the adhesion. The resulting model curve and the mean
nondimensional curve are plotted in Figure 4.7. The R2 for the model of the mean nondimensional
curve is 0.9996 and is a precise estimation of the average curve. In order to physically justify
the nondimensional model curve, the adhesion tack test was recorded with a high speed camera
and synchronized with the experimental force versus displacement data (Figure 4.8). The results
obtained proved that the mathematical model was physically justified. The first part of the model
consisted on an elongation of the material that acted as a linear material with stiffness constant
k. Once the material arrived to a certain elongation a crack began at the periphery of the probe
propagating axisymmetrically to the center of the probe. This second phenomenon was modeled
mathematically by the area reduction function exposed in 4.1.
7.1.2 Experimental models
Once the adhesion contact behavior was characterized with the piecewise nondimensional
function, a quantitative analysis of the relevant parameters was conducted. From the analyzed
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Parameter Maximum relative difference (%) Mean relative difference (%) R2 (%)
σmax 2.04 0.93 98.95
δmax 1.47 0.52 99.64
Eeff 3.23 1.32 99.36
Table 7.1: Experimental model evaluation
data, experimental models for each of the studied parameters were obtained. In Table 7.1 the
accuracy of the experimental models, compared to the 34 experimental values, is summarized.
σmax = 972.5 · v0.3097sep − 7.711 · P 2load − 9.577 · Pload · vsep
δmax = 0.7905 · v0.2998sep
Eeff = (0.1551 · vsep − 0.01027 · Pload · vsep)0.5831
A power model on separation rate, just with two parameters, described all critical parameters
accurately. In Figure 7.1 Minitab’s graphics of the models and the experimental data are displayed.
In Table 7.2 the accuracy of this simplified models is summarized.
σmax = 906.7 · v0.2845sep
δmax = 0.7905 · v0.2998sep
Eeff = 0.3034 · v0.5832sep
The importance of the separation rate on all the important parameters can also be visualized
in Figure 7.2. In this figure, fifteen adhesive curves are plotted. All testing configurations
Parameter Maximum error (%) Average error (%) R2 (%) Lack-of-fit p-value
σmax 11.01 3.65 81.86 0.924
δmax 1.47 0.52 99.64 0.528
Eeff 10.36 3.27 95.76 0.782
Table 7.2: Simplified experimental model evaluation
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Figure 7.1: Simplified models obtained with Minitab
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maintained a pre-load of 2.5 N during 18.75 s while the separation rate was changed for each
configuration. The tested values for the separation rate were: 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11 mm/s. The clear dependence of the adhesion response on the separation rate, suggests that
viscoelastic properties of the substrate material have an important effect on the adhesive contact.
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Figure 7.2: Experimental adhesion curves for different separation rates
7.1.3 Predictions accuracy
The experimental models for σmax and δmax were used to predict the adhesion response by
scaling the nondimensional adhesion curve back to a dimensional space. In Figure 7.3 the estimated
and the experimental results for the center configuration (Pre-load = 2.5 N, Separation rate = 3.125
85
mm/s and Dwelling time = 18.75 s) are presented. In Table 7.3 a summary of the accuracy of the
curve predictions for the 34 configurations tested is presented.
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Figure 7.3: Experimental results and model for the center configuration test
7.2 Modeling extrapolation
The radius and stiffness study provided remarkable results concerning the qualitative adhesive
behavior and the quantitative variation of the studied values (σmax, δmax and Eeff ). In the following
sections those results are presented and discussed.
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Minimum R2 (%) Average R2 (%))
Reconstructed curves 99.11 99.67
Table 7.3: Reconstruction Curve results
7.2.1 Non dimensionalization
In Figure 5.1 the experimental results for different material stiffness and probe radii are
presented. After nondimensionalizing the experimental results, the overlapped curves in Figure
5.3 were obtained. For each substrate stiffness and probe radius, the mean nondimensional curve
proved to be a good representation of any of the nondimensionalized curves. The mean maximum
error defined in equation 5.1 was less than 6.5%. Moreover, the resulting curves presented the
same qualitative shape, a first linear region followed by a crack propagation region. The slope of
the linear region changed when the material stiffness changed as was expected from the physical
explanation of the model.
7.2.2 Singular Values
Some general results were obtained for the three studied parameters when the effect of the
substrate stiffness and probe radius was studied.
The first common result was that, independently of the stiffness and probe radius and for all
studied parameters, the separation rate proved to be the most explicative variable. Furthermore, all
of the studied parameters increased as the separation rate increased. This results can be observed
in Figures 5.4, 5.8 and 5.12 for the σmax, δmax and Eeff , respectively.
A second general result for all the studied parameters was obtained after nondimensionalizing
the graphs presented on figures 5.6, 5.10 and 5.14. The nondimensionalization proved to be a
good method for concentrating the information without committing much error. The average
nondimensional curve for each of the parameters proved to be a good representative of the
experimental nondimensional curves. In Table 7.4 the accuracy1 of the nondimensionalization
1 The maximum relative error is defined as the maximum difference between the non-dimensional experimental
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Parameter Maximum relative error(%)
σmax 5.26
δmax 2.52
Eeff 5.40
Table 7.4: Non-dimensional curves accuracy for different probe radius and stiffness
is quantified.
Relevant results were obtained after analyzing the data for each particular parameter.
The σmax dependence on the stiffness and radius probe is displayed in Figure 5.7. The
resulting graph shows a decreasing dependence of the σmax as the radius size increasedand there
was not a clear relationship between the σmax and the material stiffness.
The results obtained for the δmax dependence on stiffness and probe radius are well
summarized in Figure 5.11. It can be observed that an increase of the probe radius causes and
increase of the maximum displacement. This behavior can be justified by the fact that, if the probe
radius is larger, the distance the crack has to travel till complete separation is achieved is larger
so will take more time. Consequently, a larger vertical distance will be traveled by the probe. In
this case, a clear relation for the stiffness is also found, the maximum displacement increases as the
material gets softer.
Finally, in Figure 5.15 the results obtained for the dependence of Eeff on the substrate
stiffness and probe radius are well summarized. A clear increase of the Eeff is observed when the
radius is increased. This tendency was foreseeable, as the radius is increases, more contact area has
to be separated and more energy has to be used for that purpose. The dependence on the substrate
stiffness is less conclusive but, at least for the smallest and largest radius, the larger the stiffness
the smaller the Eeff .
curve and the average non dimensional curve divided by the value of the non-dimensional curve at the point were
this maximum difference appear
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7.3 Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis results can be divided in two main sections. The first section will give
the results given by the simulation of the tack test with a 2 cm thickness synthetic tissue and a 1.4
cm radius probe. These results provide information that may not be able to be observed during
the experimental testing. In Figure 7.4 a zoom on the adhesive region for the simulation and the
experimental results is plotted.
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Figure 7.4: Experimental adhesion curve together with simulation result for the tack test with 2.5
N pre-load, 18.75 s dwell time and 3.125 mm/s separation rate
The first interesting result obtained was the normal stress field on the contact region. As can
be seen in Figure 7.5, the maximum stress is presented at the edge of the probe, were the crack
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was observed to begin.
Figure 7.5: Normal stress distribution at the contact region at the begging of the separation
In the set of figures displayed at 7.6, the stress distribution and displacement can be observed
from the simulations. The different stages show the hypothesized behavior, a tissue elongation in
the first stage and a crack propagation in the second until complete separation is achieved.
A parametric study was performed for a fixed configuration (Pre-load = 2.5 N, Dwelling time
= 18.75s and Separation Rate = 3.125 mm/s), and changing the substrate thickness (2, 1.5, 1 and
0.3 cm) and the probe radius (1.4, 0.79 and 0.15 cm). As seen in Figure 7.7, differences in probe
radii cause different vertical regions of material deformation due to the compression. For example,
using a probe with a radius of 1.4 cm, the complete length of the material is deformed, whereas for a
0.79 cm probe radius, only a region of the material thickness was affected by the probe indentation.
Comparing different thicknesses with same probe radius, the results in Figure 7.8 show completely
different stress distributions under the probes. This difference could be one of the causes explaining
the different adhesive behavior observed when the tissue thickness was changed.
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Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue
Substrate
(a) Beginning of adhesion region
Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue
Substrate
(b) Beginning of crack propagation
Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue
Substrate
(c) Complete separation
Figure 7.6: Stages on simulated adhesive separation
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Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue 
Substrate
(a) Simulation results for tack test with 1.4 cm probe and 2 cm thickness synthetic tissue
Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue
Substrate
(b) Simulation results for tack test with 0.79 cm probe and 2 cm thickness synthetic tissue
Figure 7.7: Radius effects on adhesive behavior
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Acrylic Probe
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Substrate
(a) Simulation results for tack test with 1.4 cm probe and 2 cm thickness synthetic tissue
Acrylic Probe
Synthetic Tissue Substrate
(b) Simulation results for tack test with 1.4 cm probe and 0.3 cm thickness synthetic tissue
Figure 7.8: Thickness effects on adhesive behavior
Chapter 8
Future research
This work is an initial step taken in order to achieve the final research goal, to design a
functional, active Robotic Capsule Colonoscope using micropatterened PDMS treads for mobility
taking into account the adhesion and traction response the RCC will experience while moving
through the colon. Having completely characterized and understood the dry adhesive behavior
between a synthetic tissue and a flat PDMS surface, opens the door to potential new studies
related with adhesive contact.
Future work will be done in characterizing the dry adhesive contact when the PDMS surface
presents micro-patterning. This includes tasks such as, verifying if the hypothesized nondimensional
model is valid and if the separation rate remains the most influential input parameter as the
geometry moves to a microscale.
Another aspect to take into consideration in future research is the pillars shape. The shape
of the pillars should be optimized, taking into account the model presented, as to minimize
the adhesion response they produce. This could be achieved trying to maximize the tension
concentration at the edges promoting a fast initiation of the crack followed by a short travel of the
crack until complete separation. A first approach to an optimum shape could be obtained through
a parametric study of different shapes performed with the FEA model presented in Chapter 6.
The final step before the adhesion model can be used to find an optimal tread pattern for
the mobility of the RCE through the bowel, is to introduce the mucus layer into the model. Wet
adhesion will have to be understood, modeled and combined with the dry adhesion to find a
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general model for the adhesive contact. New phenomenons like capillarity will have to be taken
into account. Some articles published in the adhesive contact field suggest that the wet adhesion
may have a major impact on the general adhesive contact [46].
Figure 8.1: Micro-patterned PDMS surface
Chapter 9
Conclusions
This research has allowed us to obtain a deeper understanding of the adhesive contact between
two smooth surfaces. While the ultimate goal is to characterize the adhesion response for the RCE
tread inside the bowel, the dry adhesion between two smooth surfaces is a critical first step. The
conclusions from this work, listed below, contribute to the greater knowledge of science and will be
used in future work in designing RCEs.
A mathematical model consisting on a linear elongation region and a crack propagation region
proved to physically explain the adhesive contact between a synthetic biological tissue and a smooth
PDMS surface. The non-dimensionalization of the adhesive curves was successful and provided a
unique model for all input parameter configurations. This model precisely describes the adhesive
behavior of the contact having a less than a 5.6% maximum relative error1 .
Accurate experimental models were obtained to estimate the σmax, δmax and Eeff . Using
these models, the critical parameters were estimated with less than 4.59% maximum error for
all cases. With these precise and simple experimental models and the non-dimensional model, a
complete reconstruction of the nondimensional adhesion contact model was achieved. The worst
R2 when reconstructing the tested curves was 0.9911, and the average R2 calculated 0.9967.
Additionally, it was clear that the adhesion response had a clear dependence on the separation
rate. This dependence was supported by the fact that the coded coefficient for the separation rate
term in the experimental models obtained for the σmax, δmax, and Eeff were larger than any other
1 The error between the model and the rest of the curves is defined as was the error between the average curve
and the rest of the non-dimensional curves in the formula 7.1
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coded coefficient value. Furthermore, all of the critical parameters increased when the separation
rate increased. The pre-load parameter appeared to have a significant effect on the σmax and the
Eeff , increasing pre-load decreased the value of both parameters, while not on the δmax. Finally,
the dwell time proved to have a negligible effect for the estimation of any of the critical parameters.
One general conclusion was made from the substrate stiffness and probe radius study, for all
substrate stiffness and probe radii the qualitative behavior was similar. A linear region followed by
a crack propagation region was observed in the adhesion response and the curves for each substrate
stiffness - probe radius configuration were successfully nondimensionalized. This proved that given
the stiffness of the substrate and probe radius the adhesion response shape is defined, independently
of the tested configuration.
Finally, a qualitative dependence of the critical parameters on the design parameters and the
geometric parameters was obtained. A summary of the qualitative trends is presented in Table 9.1.
Parameter Separationrate Pre-load DwellTime Radius Stiffness
max
max
Eeff
1
σ
δ
??
Figure 9.1: Qualitative dependence of the σmax, δmax and Eeff in function of design and geometric
parameters
Appendix A
Test procedures
A.1 Tack test procedure
The tack test procedure requires the use of the following materials:
• Synthetic tissue substrate
• Custom MTS base platform
• Custom PDMS cylinder tack probe
• Calibration weight
• Insight II MTS Material Testing machine (MTS)
• TackTest PC SS PDMS.twrks TestWorks method
• 5 N load cell
• Metal MTS grips
Test set-up procedure:
(1) Turn on Insight II MTS Material Testing machine (MTS) and open TestWorks software
package.
(2) Open the TackTest PC SS PDMS.twrks method.
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(3) Remove cover plate from the custom MTS base platform and mount onto MTS. In Figure
A.1 the custom MTS base can be observed without the cover plate.
Figure A.1: Custom base plate and cover plate, by Madalyn Kern
(4) Replace cover plate and ensure base platform is level. In Figure A.2 the custom base and
cover plate are displayed together with the leveling device.
(5) Mount 5 N load cell to the MTS machine and connect load cell to the system (the 5 N
load cell should be recognized by the software). Zero the load. In Figure A.3 the MTS
cross-head together with the 5 N load cell are presented.
(6) Carefully mount the metal MTS grips onto the base of the load cell watching the force
readout to ensure the load does not exceed 5 N.
(7) Once metal grips are secure, zero the load.
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Figure A.2: Custom base and cover plate together with the leveling device
(8) Secure the calibration weight in the grips and look at force readout to ensure load reads
between 0.706 and 0.7200 N (actual is 0.713). The calibration set-up is displayed in Figure
A.4.
(9) Remove calibration weight from metal grips.
(10) Lower MTS cross-head until grips are about 1.5 in from base platform.
(11) Open metal grips enough for the custom PDMS square tack probe to fit between the grips.
(12) Place PDMS square tack probe on the base platform.
(13) Using the fine position dial, lower the MTS cross-head until the grips can securely hold the
PDMS square tack probe.
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Figure A.3: MTS cross-head with 5 N load cell attached to it
(14) Secure PDMS square tack probe in the metal grips. Set the lower MTS mechanical stop
here.
(15) Raise the MTS cross-head enough to place synthetic tissue substrate on base plate.
(16) Place and center synthetic tissue substrate on base plate.
(17) Lower the MTS cross-head until PDMS square tack probe is 3 – 10 mm away from the top
surface of the synthetic tissue substrate. Zero load and position.
(18) Start the test. Detailed explanation of the test procedure is presented next.
(19) When test is complete save data to desired location.
Test procedure:
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Figure A.4: Tack test calibration set-up
The TackTest PC SS PDMS.twrks method consist on a loop were the following statements
are executed sequentially as many times as configurations to be tested.
(1) Read the parameters (Compression Rate, Pre-load, Dwell time and Separation Rate) from
a text file1 .
(2) The Load is zeroed.
(3) The probe goes down at the Compression Rate read before, contacting with the material
and compressing it till arriving to the Pre-load.
(4) The cross-head is stopped keeping the position during Dwell time.
1 The path to the text file can be specified in the method, lastly we have used a Matlab program presented in
Appendix C.2 that generates the text file automatically
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(5) Once finished the Dwell time waiting time the probe separates during 5 seconds at a
Separation Rate.
(6) After complete separation the position is hold for 70 seconds before beginning the next
iteration of the loop.
A.2 Uniaxial test procedure
The Uniaxial test requires the following materials and tools for its execution.
• Synthetic tissue rectangular probe
• Calibration weight
• Insight II MTS Material Testing machine (MTS)
• 5 N load cell
Test set-up procedure:
(1) Turn on Insight II MTS Material Testing machine (MTS) and open TestWorks software
package.
(2) Open the Uniaxial.twrks TestWorks method.
(3) Mount 5 N load cell to the MTS machine and connect load cell to the system (the 5 N load
cell should be recognized by the software).
(4) Carefully mount the metal MTS grips onto the base of the load cell watching the force
readout to ensure the load does not exceed 5 N. Mount another metal MTS grips on the
MTS base platform.
(5) Once metal grips are secure, zero the load.
(6) Secure the calibration weight in the grips and look at force readout to ensure load reads
between 0.706 and 0.7200 N (actual is 0.713).
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(7) Remove calibration weight from metal grips.
(8) Secure the synthetic tissue rectangular probe between the two grips. The tissue should not
be stretched. Zero the load.
(9) Manually stretch the tissue until a traction force is measured. Zero the load.
(10) Mark two horizontal lines far enough from the grips so that the stress distribution can be
considered uniform in all the section. In Figure A.5 this marks can be observed.
Synthetic tissue
5N Load cell
Jaws
Figure A.5: Tack test calibration set-up
(11) Start the test.
(12) Wait 2 minutes between trials.
The test procedure:
(1) Introduce the total displacement the grip will move.
(2) The upper grips move up at a 0.1 mm/s rate until the total displacement is achieved.
(3) Finally, upper grips return to its original position.
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A.3 Indentation Relaxation test procedure
The Indentation Relaxation test requires the following materials and tools for its execution.
• Synthetic tissue substrate
• Custom MTS base platform
• Calibration weight
• Insight II MTS Material Testing machine (MTS)
• Indentation Relaxation.twrks TestWorks method
• 2 N load cell
Test set-up procedure:
(1) Turn on Insight II MTS Material Testing machine (MTS) and open TestWorks software
package.
(2) Open the Indentation Relaxation.twrks TestWorks method.
(3) Remove cover plate from the custom MTS base platform and mount onto MTS.
(4) Replace cover plate and ensure base platform is level.
(5) Mount 2 N load cell to the MTS machine and connect load cell to the system (the 2 N load
cell should be recognized by the software). Zero the load.
(6) Carefully mount the metal MTS grips onto the base of the load cell watching the force
readout to ensure the load does not exceed 2 N.
(7) Once metal grips are secure, zero the load.
(8) Secure the calibration weight in the grips and look at force readout to ensure load reads
between 0.706 and 0.7200 N (actual is 0.713).
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(9) Remove calibration weight from metal grips.
(10) Mount the 14 mm diameter aluminum probe on the MTS cross-head.
(11) Start the test.
(12) Wait 2 minutes between trials.
Test procedure:
(1) Probe descends at a 0.1 mm/s rate till contact with the synthetic tissue.
(2) Then indentation is applied till a given depth, usually the 10 % of the total synthetic tissue
thickness, introduced before the test. The indentation is performed at a 1 mm/s rate.
(3) Then 300 s of hold time at the specified depth. Data will be taken at 100 Hz.
A.4 Synthetic tissue fabrication procedure
For the synthetic tissue fabrication the following materials were used.
• Supper soft plastic (SSP) (MF Manufacturing, Fort Worth, TX)
• Plastic softener (PS) (MF Manufacturing, Fort Worth, TX)
The synthetic tissue fabrication followed the following steps.
(1) Mix the supper soft plastic and the plastic softener at a 4:1 volume ratio in a square glass
dish.
(2) Stir continuously and heat the mixture at 250oC.
(3) Once the mixture change from milky white to clear, remove from heat and place on a level
surface to cool.
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A.5 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) fabrication procedure
The smooth layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) adhered to the end of the acrylic probe
used for the tack test was fabricated as follows.
Materials needed for its fabrication:
• Sylgardr184 Silicone Elastomer (Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, MI).
Fabrication procedure:
(1) The PDMS base and curling agents are vigorously mixed at a 10:1 weight ratio, yielding a
4.5 ml volume.
(2) The mixture is poured onto a 7.62 cm diameter smooth silicone wafer, making a smooth
PDMS layer of 1 mm in height.
(3) The silicon waver, with PDMS, is then placed on a level surface in a Shel Lab vacuum-oven
(Sheldon Manufacturing, Inc., Cornelius, OR) chamber. A vacuum is pulled and cycled in
order to remove the bubbles in the PDMS.
(4) Once the bubbles are removed, the PDMS is let to cure at 120oC for 1 hour.
(5) After curing, the PDMS was peeled off the silicone wafer.
(6) A double sided adhesive (3M, St. Paul, MN) was added as a backing to the PDMS in order
to secure the PDMS layer to the acrylic cylindrical probe.
(7) The PDMS is cleaned using isopropyl alcohol and an oxygen plasma surface cleaning pro-
cedure in order to adhere the double sided adhesive layer to the PDMS.
Appendix B
Central Composite Experimental Design configurations
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Configuration Pload(N) tdwell(s) vs
(
mm
s
)
1 2.5 30 3.125
2 3.392 12.061 2.01
3 1.608 25.439 4.24
4 3.392 12.061 4.24
5 4 28.75 3.125
6 1.608 12.061 4.24
7 2.5 7.5 3.125
8 2.5 30 3.125
9 1.608 25.439 2.01
10 2.5 18.75 5
11 1.608 12.061 4.24
12 2.5 18.75 3.125
13 2.5 18.75 3.125
14 2.5 18.75 1.25
15 3.392 25.439 4.24
16 1 18.75 3.125
17 4 18.75 3.125
18 2.5 18.75 3.125
19 2.5 7.5 3.125
20 1 18.75 3.125
21 2.5 18.75 3.125
22 2.5 18.75 3.125
23 3.392 25.439 4.24
24 2.5 18.75 5
25 2.5 18.75 1.25
26 1.608 12.061 2.01
27 3.392 12.061 4.24
28 1.608 25.439 4.24
29 3.392 25.439 2.01
30 1.608 12.061 2.01
31 1.608 25.439 2.01
32 3.392 12.061 2.01
33 2.5 18.75 3.125
34 3.392 25.439 2.01
Table B.1: Testing configurations CCD
Appendix C
Codes
C.1 Parametric Study Script
# −∗− coding : mbcs −∗−
from abaqus import ∗
from abaqusConstants import ∗
from caeModules import ∗
from part import ∗
from mate r i a l import ∗
from s e c t i o n import ∗
from assembly import ∗
from step import ∗
from i n t e r a c t i o n import ∗
from load import ∗
from mesh import ∗
from opt imiza t i on import ∗
from job import ∗
from sketch import ∗
from v i s u a l i z a t i o n import ∗
from connectorBehavior import ∗
Inputs0 = get Inputs ( f i e l d s = ( ( ’ Radius t e s t mate r i a l ’ , ’ 0 .07 ’ ) , ( ’ Thicknesses ’ , ’
( 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 015 , 0 . 01 , 0 . 003 ) ’ ) , ( ’ Radius indenta to r ’ , ’ ( 0 . 014351 , 0 .0079248 , 0 .0015) ’
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) , ( ’ High indenta to r ’ , ’ 0 .02 ’ ) ) , d i a l o g T i t l e = ’ Pametric a n a l y s i s inputs ’ , l a b e l = ’
Geometric d e f i n i t i o n ’ )
r a d i u s t e s t m a t e r i a l = f l o a t ( Inputs0 [ 0 ] )
h i g h t e s t m a t e r i a l = [ f l o a t ( x ) f o r x in Inputs0 [ 1 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ , ’ ) ]
r a d i u s i n d e n t a t o r = [ f l o a t ( x ) f o r x in Inputs0 [ 2 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ , ’ ) ]
h i gh inden ta to r = f l o a t ( Inputs0 [ 3 ] )
Inputs = get Inputs ( f i e l d s = ( ( ’ Test ing mate r i a l e l a s t i c p r o p e r t i e s (E,mu) ’ , ’
( 30000 ,0 . 499 ) ’ ) , ( ’ Prony terms t e s t i n g mate r i a l ( g i , k i , t a u i ) ’ , ’
( ( 0 . 0 3 5 , 0 . 0 3 5 , 1 6 . 5 ) ; ) ’ ) , ( ’ Test ing mate r i a l dens i ty ’ , ’ 980 .0 ’ ) ) ,
d i a l o g T i t l e = ’ Pametric a n a l y s i s inputs ’ , l a b e l = ’ Test mate r i a l
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n ’ )
t e s t i n g m a t e r i a l e l a s t i c p r o p e r t i e s = [ f l o a t ( x ) f o r x in Inputs [ 0 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ , ’ ) ]
l s t = Inputs [ 1 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ ; ’ )
prony terms = [ [ f l o a t ( y ) f o r y in x [ 1 : −1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ , ’ ) ] f o r x in l s t [ : − 1 ] ] #
( ( 0 . 0 3 5 , 0 . 0 3 5 , 1 6 . 5 ) , )
s u b s t r a t e d e n s i t y = f l o a t ( Inputs [ 2 ] )#980 .0
Inputs2 = get Inputs ( f i e l d s = ( ( ’ Indentator mate r i a l e l a s t i c p r o p e r t i e s (E,mu) ’ , ’ (2
E9 , 0 . 4 9 9 9 ) ’ ) , ( ’ Indentator dens i ty ’ , ’ 1180 .0 ’ ) ) , d i a l o g T i t l e = ’ Pametric a n a l y s i s
inputs ’ , l a b e l = ’ Indentator mate r i a l c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n ’ )
i n d e n t a t o r m a t e r i a l e l a s t i c p r o p e r t i e s = [ f l o a t ( x ) f o r x in Inputs2 [ 0 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’
, ’ ) ] #(2E9 , 0 . 4 9 9 9 )
i n d e n t a t o r d e n s i t y = f l o a t ( Inputs2 [ 1 ] )#1180 .0
Inputs3 = get Inputs ( f i e l d s = ( ( ’ Area contact ’ , ’ ( 6 . 4701 e−004 ,0.00019729973 ,
0 .00000706858) ’ ) , ( ’Damage i n i t i a t i o n ’ , ’ 1030 .0 ’ ) , ( ’ S t i f f n e s s contact ’ , ’ 1 . 3E+007 ’ )
, ( ’ Total s epa ra t i on (mm) ’ , ’ 0 .000925 ’ ) ) ,
d i a l o g T i t l e = ’ Pametric a n a l y s i s inputs ’ , l a b e l = ’ Contact
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n ’ )
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area = [ f l o a t ( x ) f o r x in Inputs3 [ 0 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ , ’ ) ]#6.4701 e−004
d a m a g e i n i t i a t i o n = f l o a t ( Inputs3 [ 1 ] )#1030 # 924.244728914724 uniform tens i on value
we measure when sepa ra t i on beg ins
K n contact = f l o a t ( Inputs3 [ 2 ] ) #1 .3E+007
t o t a l s e p a r a t i o n = f l o a t ( Inputs3 [ 3 ] )
Inputs4 = get Inputs ( f i e l d s = ( ( ’ Con f i gu ra t i ons to t e s t ’ , ’ ( ( 2 . 5 , 1 8 . 7 5 , 0 . 0 0 1 2 5 ) ; ) ’ ) ,
( ’ Job names ’ , ’ ( F i r s t j o b , Second job ) ’ ) , ( ’ Separat ion time ’ , ’ 3 ’ ) ) ,
d i a l o g T i t l e = ’ Pametric a n a l y s i s inputs ’ , l a b e l = ’ Test ing
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ’ )
l s t = Inputs4 [ 0 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ ; ’ )
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s = [ [ f l o a t ( y ) f o r y in x [ 1 : −1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ , ’ ) ] f o r x in l s t [ : − 1 ] ]#
( ( 2 . 5 , 1 8 . 7 5 , 0 . 0 0 1 2 5 ) , ( 2 . 5 , 7 . 5 , 0 . 0 0 3 1 2 5 ) )
job name = Inputs4 [ 1 ] [ 1 : − 1 ] . s p l i t ( ’ , ’ )#( ’ F i r s t j o b ’ , ’ Second job ’ )
p r i n t job name
sepa ra t i on t ime = f l o a t ( Inputs4 [ 2 ] )
Inputs5 = get Inputs ( f i e l d s = ( ( ’ Seed s i z e t e s t i n g mate r i a l ’ , ’ 0 .005 ’ ) , ( ’ Seed s i z e
indenta to r ’ , ’ 0 .005 ’ ) ) , d i a l o g T i t l e = ’ Pametric a n a l y s i s inputs ’ , l a b e l = ’ Meshing
p r o p e r t i e s ’ )
s e e d s i z e s u b s t r a t e = f l o a t ( Inputs5 [ 0 ] )
s e e d s i z e i n d e n t a t o r = f l o a t ( Inputs5 [ 1 ] )
Inputs6 = get Inputs ( f i e l d s = ( ( ’Maximum increment compress ion ’ , ’ 1 ’ ) , ( ’Maximum
increment s epa ra t i on ’ , ’ 0 .03 ’ ) ) , d i a l o g T i t l e = ’ Pametric a n a l y s i s inputs ’ , l a b e l =
’ Step opt ions ’ )
max inc comp= f l o a t ( Inputs6 [ 0 ] )
max inc sep= f l o a t ( Inputs6 [ 1 ] )
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substratename = ’ Substrate ’
machinename = ’PDMS’
t e s t i n g m a t e r i a l = ’ S y n t h e t i c t i s s u e ’
i n d e n t a t o r m a t e r i a l = ’PDMS’
t e s t i n g s e c t i o n n a m e = ’ Synthet i c t i s s u e s e c t i o n ’
indenta to r s e c t i on name = ’PDMS s e c t i o n ’
model name = ’ Adhesion model ’
j o b d e s c r i p t i o n = ’ Simulat ion o f the exper imenta l tack t e s t ’
##Creat ing the model and the Viewport o b j e c t s
myModel = mdb. Model (name = ’ Adhesion model ’ )
myViewport = s e s s i o n . Viewport (name = ’ Adhesion model ’ , o r i g i n = (0 ,−55) , width =
500 , he ight = 225)
i =0;
j =0;
rad = [ ’ f i r s t ’ , ’ second ’ , ’ t h i rd ’ , ’ f our th ’ , ’ f i v e ’ , ’ s i x ’ , ’ seven ’ ]
th i ck = [ ’ f i r s t ’ , ’ second ’ , ’ t h i rd ’ , ’ f our th ’ , ’ f i v e ’ , ’ s i x ’ , ’ seven ’ ]
p r e l oad = c o n f i g u r a t i o n s [ 0 ] [ 0 ]
dwe l l i ng t ime = c o n f i g u r a t i o n s [ 0 ] [ 1 ]
s e p a r a t i o n r a t e = c o n f i g u r a t i o n s [ 0 ] [ 2 ]
p r ea s su r e = pre l oad / area [ 0 ]
f o r rad iu s in r a d i u s i n d e n t a t o r :
i = i +1;
j = 0 ;
f o r t h i c k n e s s in h i g h t e s t m a t e r i a l :
i f i ==1 and j ==0:
##Creat ing the ske t che s that w i l l generate the par t s inc luded in the
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model
Subs t ra t e ske t ch = myModel . Constra inedSketch (name = ’ Subs t ra t e ske t ch ’ ,
s h e e t S i z e = 2∗max( r a d i u s t e s t m a t e r i a l , t h i c k n e s s ) )
Subs t ra t e ske t ch . sketchOptions . s e tVa lues ( dec imalPlaces =3, v iewSty le=
AXISYM)
Subs t ra t e ske t ch . Construct ionLine ( po int1 =(0.0 , −0.2) , po int2 =(0.0 , 0 . 2 ) )
Subs t ra t e ske t ch . FixedConstra int ( e n t i t y= Subs t ra t e ske t ch . geometry [ 2 ] )
Subs t ra t e ske t ch . r e c t a n g l e ( po int1 = (0 , 0 ) , po int2 = (
r a d i u s t e s t m a t e r i a l , t h i c k n e s s ) )
Subs t ra t e ske t ch . Co inc identConst ra int ( addUndoState=False , e n t i t y 1=
Subs t ra t e ske t ch . v e r t i c e s [ 0 ] , e n t i t y 2=Subs t ra t e ske t ch . geometry [ 2 ] )
PDMS sketch = myModel . Constra inedSketch (name= ’ PDMS sketch ’ , s h e e t S i z e =
2∗max( radius , h i gh inden ta to r ) )
PDMS sketch . sketchOptions . s e tVa lues ( dec imalPlaces =3, v iewSty le=AXISYM)
PDMS sketch . Construct ionLine ( po int1 =(0.0 , −0.025) , po int2 =(0.0 , 0 . 025 ) )
PDMS sketch . FixedConstra int ( e n t i t y= PDMS sketch . geometry [ 2 ] )
PDMS sketch . r e c t a n g l e ( po int1 = (0 , 0 ) , po int2 = ( radius , h i gh inden ta to r )
)
PDMS sketch . Co inc identConst ra int ( addUndoState=False , e n t i t y 1=
PDMS sketch . v e r t i c e s [ 0 ] , e n t i t y 2=PDMS sketch . geometry [ 2 ] )
myViewport . s e tVa lues ( d i sp layedObject=Subs t ra t e ske t ch )
myViewport . s e tVa lues ( d i sp layedObject=PDMS sketch )
##Parts c o n s t r uc t i o n
Substrate = myModel . Part (name = substratename , d imens i ona l i t y =
AXISYMMETRIC, type = DEFORMABLE BODY)
PDMS = myModel . Part (name = machinename , d imens i ona l i t y = AXISYMMETRIC,
type = DEFORMABLE BODY)
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Substrate . BaseShe l l ( sketch = Subs t ra t e ske t ch )
PDMS. BaseShe l l ( sketch = PDMS sketch )
Compression Step = myModel . Impl ic i tDynamicsStep (name = ’ Compress ion step
’ , p rev ious = ’ I n i t i a l ’ , t imePeriod = dwe l l ing t ime ,
so lut ionTechn ique = FULL NEWTON)
Compression Step . se tVa lues (maxNumInc = 10000 , i n i t i a l I n c = max inc comp ,
maxInc = max inc comp )
p r in t ’ Compression Step generated ’
##Compression Step . D iagnos t i cPr in t ( )
Dwel l ing Step = myModel . Impl ic i tDynamicsStep (name = ’ Separat ion ’ ,
p rev ious = ’ Compress ion step ’ , t imePeriod = sepa ra t i on t ime )
Dwel l ing Step . se tVa lues (maxNumInc = 10000 , i n i t i a l I n c = max inc sep ,
maxInc = max inc sep , so lut ionTechn ique = FULL NEWTON)
##Dwel l ing Step . D iagnos t i cPr in t ( )
##Def in ing F i e ld Output Request
myModel . FieldOutputRequest (name=’ FieldOutput ’ , createStepName=’
Compress ion step ’ , v a r i a b l e s =( ’S ’ , ’MISES ’ , ’MISESMAX’ , ’TSHR ’ , ’CTSHR’ , ’ALPHA’ ,
’TRIAX ’ , ’VS ’ , ’PS ’ , ’CS11 ’ , ’ALPHAN’ , ’SSAVG ’ , ’MISESONLY ’ , ’PRESSONLY ’ , ’E ’ , ’
VE ’ , ’PE ’ , ’VEEQ’ , ’PEEQ’ , ’PEEQT’ ,
’PEEQMAX’ , ’PEMAG’ , ’PEQC’ , ’EE ’ , ’ IE ’ , ’THE’ , ’NE ’ , ’LE ’ , ’ER ’ , ’SE ’ ,
’SPE ’ , ’SEPE ’ , ’SEE ’ , ’SEP ’ , ’SALPHA ’ , ’U ’ , ’UT’ , ’UR’ , ’V ’ , ’VT’ , ’VR’ ,
’A ’ , ’AT’ , ’AR’ , ’RBANG’ , ’RBROT’ , ’ENER’ , ’ELEN ’ , ’ELEDEN’ ) ,
t i m e I n t e r v a l =0.05)
e l s e :
##Creat ing the ske t che s that w i l l generate the par t s inc luded in the
model
E d i t s k e t c h s = myModel . Constra inedSketch (name = ’ e d i t s u b s ’ , s h e e t S i z e
= 2∗max( r a d i u s t e s t m a t e r i a l , t h i c k n e s s ) )
E d i t s k e t c h s . sketchOptions . s e tVa lues ( dec imalPlaces =3, v iewSty le=AXISYM)
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E d i t s k e t c h s . Construct ionLine ( po int1 =(0.0 , −0.2) , po int2 =(0.0 , 0 . 2 ) )
E d i t s k e t c h s . FixedConstra int ( e n t i t y= Subs t ra t e ske t ch . geometry [ 2 ] )
E d i t s k e t c h s . r e c t a n g l e ( po int1 = (0 , 0 ) , po int2 = ( r a d i u s t e s t m a t e r i a l ,
t h i c k n e s s ) )
E d i t s k e t c h s . Co inc identConst ra int ( addUndoState=False , e n t i t y 1=
Subs t ra t e ske t ch . v e r t i c e s [ 0 ] , e n t i t y 2=Subs t ra t e ske t ch . geometry [ 2 ] )
Ed i t ske t ch p = myModel . Constra inedSketch (name= ’ edit pdms ’ , s h e e t S i z e =
2∗max( radius , h i gh inden ta to r ) )
Ed i t ske t ch p . sketchOptions . s e tVa lues ( dec imalPlaces =3, v i ewSty le=AXISYM)
Ed i t ske t ch p . Construct ionLine ( po int1 =(0.0 , −0.025) , po int2 =(0.0 , 0 . 025 )
)
Ed i t ske t ch p . FixedConstra int ( e n t i t y= PDMS sketch . geometry [ 2 ] )
Ed i t ske t ch p . r e c t a n g l e ( po int1 = (0 , 0 ) , po int2 = ( radius ,
h i gh inden ta to r ) )
Ed i t ske t ch p . Co inc identConst ra int ( addUndoState=False , e n t i t y 1=
PDMS sketch . v e r t i c e s [ 0 ] , e n t i t y 2=PDMS sketch . geometry [ 2 ] )
PDMS. f e a t u r e s [ ’ S h e l l planar−1 ’ ] . s e tVa lues ( sketch=Edi t ske t ch p )
de l Ed i t ske t ch p
PDMS. r egene ra t e ( )
Substrate . f e a t u r e s [ ’ S h e l l planar−1 ’ ] . s e tVa lues ( sketch=E d i t s k e t c h s )
de l E d i t s k e t c h s
Substrate . r eg ene ra t e ( )
##Sur fa c e s
I n d e n t a t o r s u r f a c e = PDMS. Sur face ( s ide1Edges = PDMS. edges . f indAt
( ( ( 0 . 0 0 1 , 0 , 0 ) , ) ) ,name = ’ Inden ta to r Sur f a c e ’ )
S u b s t r a t e s u r f a c e = Substrate . Sur face ( s ide1Edges = Substrate . edges . f indAt
( ( ( 0 . 0 0 1 , th i cknes s , 0 ) , ) ) , name = ’ Subs t r a t e Sur f a c e ’ )
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#Set
S u b s t r a t e s e t = Substrate . Set ( edges = Substrate . edges . f indAt ( ( ( 0 . 0 2 5 ,
th i cknes s , 0 ) , ) ) , name = ’ S u b s t r a t e s e t ’ )
##Def in ing m a t e r i a l s
T e s t i n g t i s s u e = myModel . Mater ia l (name = t e s t i n g m a t e r i a l )
T e s t i n g t i s s u e . E l a s t i c ( t ab l e =( t e s t i n g m a t e r i a l e l a s t i c p r o p e r t i e s , ) )
T e s t i n g t i s s u e . V i s c o e l a s t i c ( domain = TIME, time = PRONY, ta b l e = prony terms
)
T e s t i n g t i s s u e . Density ( t ab l e = ( ( s u b s t r a t e d e n s i t y , ) , ) )
I n d e n t a t o r m a t e r i a l = myModel . Mater ia l (name = i n d e n t a t o r m a t e r i a l )
I n d e n t a t o r m a t e r i a l . E l a s t i c ( t ab l e =( i n d e n t a t o r m a t e r i a l e l a s t i c p r o p e r t i e s , ) )
I n d e n t a t o r m a t e r i a l . Density ( t ab l e = ( ( inden ta to r den s i t y , ) , ) )
##Creat ing the s e c t i o n s
T e s t i n g s e c t i o n = myModel . HomogeneousSol idSection (name =
te s t ing s e c t i on name , mate r i a l = t e s t i n g m a t e r i a l , t h i c k n e s s = 1 . 0 )
I n d e n t a t o r s e c t i o n = myModel . HomogeneousSol idSection (name =
indentator sec t i on name , mate r i a l = inden ta to r mate r i a l , t h i c k n e s s = 1 . 0 )
##Sect ion ass ignment
Substrate . Sect ionAssignment ( sectionName = te s t i ng s e c t i on name , r eg i on =
Region ( f a c e s=Substrate . f a c e s ) )
PDMS. Sect ionAssignment ( sectionName = indentator sec t i on name , r eg i on =
Region ( f a c e s = PDMS. f a c e s ) )
##Meshing
elementype = ElemType ( elemCode = CAX8R)
##pickedEdges = Substrate . edges . f indAt ( ( ( 0 . 0 2 1 2 5 , 0 .046041 , 0 . 0 ) , ) ,
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( ( 0 . 015938 , 0 .034163 ,
## 0 . 0 ) , ) , ( ( 0 . 005313 , 0 . 05 , 0 . 0 ) , ) , ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 .038122 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
##Substrate . seedEdgeBySize ( edges=pickedEdges , s i z e =0.001 , c o n s t r a i n t=FINER)
Substrate . seedPart ( s i z e = s e e d s i z e s u b s t r a t e , c o n s t r a i n t= FINER)
f a c e s = Substrate . f a c e s . f indAt ( ( ( 0 . 0 016 66 7 , 0 .0016667 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
Substrate . setElementType ( r e g i o n s = ( face s , ) , elemTypes = ( elementype , ) )
Substrate . generateMesh ( )
##pickedEdges = PDMS. edges . f indAt ( ( ( 0 . 0 0 5 2 5 , 0 . 003 , 0 . 0 ) , ) , ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 .00075 ,
0 . 0 ) , ) , ( (
## 0.00525 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ) , ( ( 0 . 0 0 7 , 0 .00225 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
##PDMS. seedEdgeBySize ( edges=pickedEdges , s i z e =0.001 , c o n s t r a i n t=FINER)
PDMS. seedPart ( s i z e= s e e d s i z e i n d e n t a t o r , c o n s t r a i n t= FINER)
f a c e s = PDMS. f a c e s . f indAt ( ( ( 0 . 0 0 1 , 0 . 0 0 1 , 0 ) , ) )
PDMS. setElementType ( r e g i o n s = ( face s , ) , elemTypes = ( elementype , ) )
PDMS. generateMesh ( )
##Creat ing the Assembly
myAssembly = myModel . rootAssembly
T e s t i n g p a r t i n s t a n c e = myAssembly . Ins tance (name = substratename , part =
Substrate , dependent = ON)
I n d e n t a t o r i n s t a n c e = myAssembly . Ins tance (name = machinename , part = PDMS,
dependent = ON)
c o n t a c t f a c e i n d e n t a t o r = myAssembly . i n s t a n c e s [ machinename ] . f a c e s . f indAt
( ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) )
c o n t a c t f a c e t e s t = myAssembly . i n s t a n c e s [ substratename ] . f a c e s . f indAt
( ( 0 . 0 5 , 0 , 0 ) )
myAssembly . t r a n s l a t e ( i n s t a n c e L i s t =(substratename , ) , vec to r =(0 ,−0.05 ,0) )
#myViewport . s e tVa lues ( d i sp layedObject = myAssembly )
## d a m a g e i n i t i a t i o n =1030 # 924.244728914724 uniform tens i on value we
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measure when sepa ra t i on beg ins
## K n contact = 1 .3E+007
## de l s e s s i o n . v iewports [ ’ Viewport −1 ’]
## de l mdb. models [ ’ Model−1 ’]
##Creat ing Step
##Def in ing boundary c o n d i t i o n s
myModel . EncastreBC (name = ’ I n i t i a l B C ’ , createStepName = ’ I n i t i a l ’ , r eg i on =
reg i onToo l s e t . Region ( edges = T e s t i n g p a r t i n s t a n c e . edges . f indAt
( ( (0 .0375 , −0 .05 ,0 ) , ) ) ) )
myModel . Pres sure (name = ’ Compresion BC ’ , createStepName = ’ Compress ion step ’
, r eg i on = reg i onToo l s e t . Region ( s ide1Edges = I n d e n t a t o r i n s t a n c e . edges . f indAt
( ( ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 7 5 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 ) , ) ) ) , magnitude = prea s su re )
myModel . VelocityBC (name = ’ Separation BC ’ , createStepName = ’ Separat ion ’ ,
r eg i on = reg i onToo l s e t . Region ( edges = I n d e n t a t o r i n s t a n c e . edges . f indAt
( ( ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 7 5 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 ) , ) ) ) , v2= s e p a r a t i o n r a t e )
myModel . l oads [ ’ Compresion BC ’ ] . d e a c t i va t e ( stepName=’ Separat ion ’ )
##Def in ing contact
Hard contact = myModel . ContactProperty ( ’ Hard contact ’ )
Hard contact . NormalBehavior ( p r e s su r eOver c l o su r e=HARD, a l l owSeparat i on = ON,
constraintEnforcementMethod = DEFAULT)
Cohes ive contact = myModel . ContactProperty ( ’ Cohes ive contact ’ )
Cohes ive contact . CohesiveBehavior ( d e f a u l t P e n a l t i e s=OFF, t a b l e =(( K n contact
,200000000 ,200000000) , ) )
Cohes ive contact . Damage( i n i t T a b l e =(( damage in i t i a t i on ,1000000 ,100000) , ) ,
useEvolut ion = ON, evolTable =(( t o t a l s e p a r a t i o n , ) , ) )
##Def in ing i n t e r a c t i o n s
reg ion1 = T e s t i n g p a r t i n s t a n c e . s u r f a c e s [ ’ Subs t r a t e Sur f a c e ’ ]
r eg ion2 = I n d e n t a t o r i n s t a n c e . s u r f a c e s [ ’ I nden ta to r Sur f a c e ’ ]
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S u r f a c e 2 s u r f a c e c o n t a c t = myModel . SurfaceToSurfaceContactStd (name=’
S u r f a c e 2 s u r f a c e c o n t a c t ’ , createStepName = ’ I n i t i a l ’ , master= reg ion1 , s l a v e=
reg ion2 , s l i d i n g = SMALL, adjustMethod = OVERCLOSED,
i n t e r a c t i o n P r o p e r t y=’ Cohes ive contact ’ )
#Def in ing His tory Output Request
myModel . HistoryOutputRequest (name = ’ Contac t f o r c e ’ , createStepName=’
Compress ion step ’ , v a r i a b l e s = ( ’CFNM’ , ’CFN1 ’ , ’CFN2 ’ , ’CFN3 ’ ) , f r equency = 1 ,
i n t e r a c t i o n s = ( ’ S u r f a c e 2 s u r f a c e c o n t a c t ’ , ) , s e c t i o n P o i n t s = DEFAULT, rebar =
EXCLUDE)
##Creat ing the job
p r in t ’ Submiting job : ’
p r i n t ’With rad iu s ’
p r i n t rad iu s
p r i n t ’ Thickness ’
p r i n t t h i c k n e s s
job name = ’ r ’+ rad [ i −1] + ’ t ’ + th i ck [ j ]
p r i n t job name
job = mdb. Job (name = job name , model = model name , d e s c r i p t i o n =
j o b d e s c r i p t i o n , queue=’ ’ , mult iprocess ingMode=DEFAULT, numDomains=4,numCpus=4)
job . submit ( )
job . waitForCompletion ( )
p r i n t ’ job ’ + s t r ( j +1) + ’ Running ’
p r i n t ’ \n ’
j = j+1
C.2 Tack test procedure Matlab code
%Writing f i l e s
load ( ’ conf igurat ions CCD . mat ’ ) ;
f i l e I D = fopen ( ’ \\MTS\SharedDocs\CCD 2 . txt ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
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c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( : , 4 ) = c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( : , 3 ) ;
% %0.624 in f o r c e s
% c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( : , 1 ) = c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( : , 1 ) ∗ (0 . 624ˆ2) / (1 . 13ˆ2 ) ;
% %0.877 in f o r c e s
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( : , 1 ) = c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( : , 1 ) ∗ (0 . 877ˆ2) / (1 . 13ˆ2 ) ;
f o r i = 1 :34
f i l e I D = fopen ( ’ \\MTS\SharedDocs\CCD 2 . txt ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i l e I D , ’ %.3 f \n ’ , c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( i , : ) ) ;
i
pause ( c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( i , 2 ) +78) ;
end
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